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Welcome to Senior School 
Maranatha Christian School seeks to inform, guide and partner with students as they journey along pathways 
from their school education into further avenues of study or career employment.  
 
This Senior School Handbook has been developed to guide students toward our school vision “where 
students are inspired to discover and develop their God-given gifts, abilities and character for a life of service 
to the Lord in contemporary society". 
 
In Year 10 students can select from a range of electives. This handbook provides descriptions of various 
offerings. Our Year 10 students can also access a range of VCE subject offerings. 
 
Year 11 and 12 Students at Maranatha are able to choose to undertake either the Victorian Certificate of 
Education (VCE) or the Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL). A student’s choice to do either a 
VCE or VCAL program is an important decision, as it will impact on the post-school aspect of their career 
pathway journey. 
 
This guide will assist students as they make important decisions in selecting which certificate they undertake 
for their Year 11 and 12, what pathway and course options they have available to them, and an overview of 
the different available subjects and options within the VCE and VCAL.  
 
This handbook contains details and important information about life in the Senior School as well as 
considerations on the subjects and options available within both the VCE and VCAL programs.  

 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

William Jackson 
Principal 
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Senior School Overview 
At Maranatha Christian School, we see the preparation of well-rounded students as vital to their development. 
We believe that both academic and extra-curricular activities play an important role in the holistic education 
of students in the Senior School. Both aspects of school life lead to a student becoming not just an academic 
being, but also a well-rounded person who can function effectively in society and contribute to their world in 
a meaningful way. As student’s progress through their final years of schooling, they are challenged to consider 
their individual beliefs and values both in and out of the classroom. It is our belief that the Senior School years 
prepare our young people for success in all areas of life. 
 
Uniform 
The following guidelines are taken from our uniform policy. The full policy can be found in the Parent 
Handbook, accessible via SEQTA.  
 
Girls’ Dress and Skirt Length  

• Girls' dress and skirt hems must be on or below the knee 
 

Jewellery  
• Students are not permitted to wear jewellery of any description apart from a wrist watch. No neck 

chains to be visible.  
• Students with pierced ears must wear only one set of matching plain studs (no stones or clear 

plastic) or small round sleepers in the lower ear. Sleepers and studs must be either gold or silver.   
• No other piercing or tattooing is acceptable. 

 
Nails/Make up 

• Make up or coloured nail polish is not permitted to be worn. Clear nail polish is acceptable.  
• Nails must be cut short. Under no circumstances are fake nails to be worn.   

 
Hair  

• Hair is expected to be acceptably 
groomed, unostentatious and a single 
natural colour. Where students’ hair falls 
below shoulder level it must be pinned or 
tied back, with the exception of Year 11 
and 12 students.  

• Fringes should be above the eyebrows or 
pinned back at all times.  

• Headbands, elastic bands, combs and 
clips must be of a plain nature. 
Acceptable colours are blue, black, white 
or made from the summer uniform dress 
fabric. Senior School students may also 
wear plain maroon coloured items.  

• Boys must be clean-shaven (no beards, 
moustaches or side burns are allowed) at 
school. 

 
School Blazer  

• The blazer is part of both the summer and winter uniform for senior students. It must be worn to and 
from school on all days except when the morning forecast is 26 degrees or above.  

• Blazers must be worn when attending assemblies, home group, representing the school and taking 
part in excursions.  
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Shoes  
• School shoes are defined as plain black leather shoes (black buckle/lace up school shoes), without 

coloured tags, tongues, stitching or visible brand names. 
• Boots, suede shoes, basketball boots, sports type shoes or ballet type shoes are not considered to 

be school shoes.  
• Heels must not be higher than 2.5 cm. 
• Shoes should always be clean.  

 
PE Uniform 

• All students can wear their PE uniform on a Wednesday. 
• Year 7 to 10 students wear their PE uniform on the days they have timetabled PE lessons. 
• VCAL students wear their PE uniform on a Thursday and Friday. 
• Students studying VCE PE on days apart from Wednesdays, need to come to school in school uniform 

and get changed before their practical class.  
 
Pastoral Care 
Pastoral care is a high priority at Maranatha Christian School. In Secondary School, students have the care 
of each of their teachers as well as their Home Group Teacher, Student Support Coordinators, Head of Senior 
School and the Head of Endeavour Hills. The Vertical House system sets this care up beautifully as students 
meet three days a week in their Home Group, where they participate in discussions and activities, to connect 
them as a group. Students also have the opportunity to lead the group in a devotion. 
 
Our Year 12 students have the opportunity to choose a member of staff as a mentor. Mentors meet fortnightly 
with their student to discuss their wellbeing and how they are travelling in their studies. Students are able to 
discuss their concerns and successes. Mentoring is also extended to students in lower year levels if the need 
arises.  
 
SEQTA, BYOD and Digital Discipleship 
Maranatha has a 1:1 Device Program from Years 7-12. This makes accessibility and effective use of the 
School’s LMS (Learning Management System SEQTA) possible. SEQTA is used for curriculum delivery, Real 
Time Reporting, assessment and pastoral care documentation for staff, parents and students. 
 
Technology is a prevalent means for not only 
personal use but also for the creation of 
careers, curation of information and 
communication with local and international 
communities around the globe. It is 
unavoidable to engage with the world without 
sound ICT skills, and its integration will only 
increase over time nudging us in a direction 
where everything we interact with will 
incorporate some form of technological 
hardware or software. This provides not only 
widespread opportunities, but also an 
additional set of responsibilities of digital 
stewardship. The process and purpose of 
Digital Discipleship is not necessarily teaching 
students a sequence of ICT skills, but more 
importantly facilitating and modelling the 
understanding of how good stewardship of 
technology is applied in all method areas of 
learning and beyond. 
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A progressive set of cyber-safety modules are threaded across each learning area, guided by key reflective 
questions underpinned by Maranatha’s Values and Attributes, with the focus and aim of generating God 
honouring stewardship of technology. With the assistance of teaching and learning resources developed from 
a Christian Perspective, its purpose is to assist staff and students to develop healthy and God honouring 
digital literacy skills and habits, promoting Digital Discipleship, embedded within our Teaching for 
Understanding and Christ-Centred Curriculum Framework.  
 

 
Attendance 
Students are expected to attend all timetabled classes, excursions and assemblies and be punctual at all 
times.  A class roll will be marked by all subject teachers during each lesson. 
• At Maranatha the minimum class attendance for each study is 80%. 
• Once a student’s attendance drops below 80%, all absences must be accompanied by a statutory 
        declaration or a medical certificate. 
• If a student is absent for School Assessed Coursework, or a School Assessed Task, the student must 

attach a doctor’s note and/or a statutory declaration. 
 
As most coursework is to be completed mainly in class time, full attendance is vital in fulfilling the outcomes 
and completing the coursework. 
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Year 10 Programs 
Inter-School Sport 
Year 10 students are involved in interschool sports against other CSEN schools on Wednesday afternoons 
fortnightly. Sports include Australian Rules Football, Basketball, Netball, Tennis, Volleyball and Soccer. 
Students have games on site or at their opponent schools. 
 
Local and International Service Program  
Year 10 students have a choice to be involved in a local or overseas mission. This opportunity is one that 
seeks to transform the minds and hearts of young people through serving. The local mission cost is included 
within the student’s school fees, while the international programs involve an extra financial component.  
 
The local missions program includes: 
• Serving within non-for profit organisations  
• Serving in Primary Schools in our area 
• Working with the elderly and people with disabilities 
• Gaining an understanding of ‘the other’ in our communities 
 
The international mission trip: 
• Exposes our students to another 

country, culture and context.  This 
enables them an opportunity to 
explore a calling to missions. 

• Equips the team with a knowledge 
and awareness of relevant social 
and global issues.  We hope that 
this encourages action especially 
in Australia upon their return. 

• Encourages us to recognise 
assets, strengths and existing 
efforts of local communities.   
This involves working alongside 
local communities on activities 
selected by that community. 

 
Driver Education  
Once a year all the Year 10 students have an opportunity to spend a day learning about safe driving. They 
also get the opportunity to drive a car in a safe environment with a qualified driving instructor. 
 
Work Experience 
Year 10 students are highly encouraged to complete one week of Work Experience during the year. The goal 
for this program is to give students experience in a workplace that may assist them as they discover their 
career aspirations and pathway. In Year 10 Careers classes, students are guided towards finding work 
experience options which match their career goals, and suitable possible times throughout the year are 
suggested, including students utilising holiday time. This flexibility helps to maximise opportunity for students 
to find targeted, helpful work experience. The school makes provision for students to attend up to 5 days of 
work experience, and this organised in consultation with the school’s Vocation Coordinator.  
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Year 11 and 12 Programs 
Year 11 and 12 Rally Days 
Year 11 and 12 students have three opportunities a year to 
be involved in interschool sports against other CSEN 
schools. They elect to play a sport for the day and are 
arranged in teams. Sports include Australian Rules Football, 
Table Tennis, Volleyball, Basketball, Netball and Soccer.  
 

Year 11 Leadership 
Year 11 students have the opportunity to elect to serve as a House Vice Captain and member of the Senate. 
The Senate arranges fundraising activities for the school and different organisations. They also run interest 
groups for younger students and worship times for all students during lunchtimes. The Senate is led by the 
School Captains and a member of staff.  
 

Year 11 & 12 Private Study  
All Year 11 and 12 students will have times during the day when they have scheduled private study periods. 
These times are spent in the Private Study Room where they are supervised by a teacher and where they 
study in silence. Students wanting to study in a group on a particular subject area, are welcome to sign into 
the Library where they may work in small groups. Year 12 students who have private study periods during 
Periods 1 and 2 on a Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday or Friday may choose to arrive at school at recess.  
Similarly, Year 11 and 12 students who have private study periods during Periods 5 and 6 may choose to 
leave during lunchtime. All Year 11 and 12 students are expected to be at school on a Monday morning for 
assembly at the beginning of the day. 
 

Year 12 Leadership 
Year 12 students have the opportunity to elect 
to serve as a House Captain and member of the 
Senate. The Senate arranges fundraising 
activities for the school and different 
organisations. They also run interest groups for 
younger students and worship times for all 
students during lunchtimes. The Senate is led 
by the School Captains and a member of staff.   
 
The Year 12 Committee is voted in by the Year 
12 cohort. Their duties include designing and 
organising the Year 12 Jumper, organising the 
Year 12 Formal and looking after the needs of 
the students in the Year 12 Common Room by 
liaising with the relevant staff leaders. 
 

Year 12 Student Formal 
The Year 12 Formal is held mid-year. It is a social event run by the Year 12 Committee and the Head of 
Endeavour Hills. The selected venue provides a multi-course meal and a Christian DJ is employed for the 
night. It is a wonderful opportunity for students to spend time together and also with staff. Students are 
collected by their parents at the end of the night to ensure their safety. 
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Year 12 Graduation and Valedictory Dinner 
At the end of the year, we celebrate our Year 12 students with a Valedictory Assembly in the morning and a 
Valedictory Dinner at night. The Graduation Service is held at school. Students don their graduation gowns 
and caps and are welcomed by students, staff, parents and friends. The assembly includes a message from 
the Principal and one of the School Captains, a musical performance by a group of Year 12 Music students 
and Subject Awards are given out to those who have achieved the highest marks in a particular subject. A 
professional photographer is then available for photos and the students and guests enjoy a morning tea 
together. 
 
The Valedictory Dinner is a formal occasion where students, families and staff get to celebrate the Year 12 
cohort. The evening includes a three course meal, and speeches from the Head of Endeavour Hills, the 
School Captain and the Valedictorian and music performances from Year 12 students. A professional 
photographer is available to take individual and group photos and a photo of the whole cohort. 
 

 

 

Year 12 Common Room and Facilities 
The Year 12 students are privileged to have a Common 
Room where their lockers are housed and where they 
can eat the meals and socialise during their breaks. The 
common room also has heating and air conditioning, a 
fridge, microwave, sandwich press and hot drink 
facilities.  
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Careers 
Maranatha’s Careers Framework was developed to guide students toward our school vision “where students 
are inspired to discover and develop their God-given gifts, abilities and character for a life of service to the Lord in 
contemporary society”. 

This framework combines the work of evangelical theology, Christian educational research and the Victorian 
Careers Curriculum Framework. It has been developed specifically to support parents and teachers to 
progress students through secondary school and transition them into a career that honours Jesus Christ and 
builds His kingdom.  The framework is formative in nature, as it aims to put disciplines in place so that students 
will: 

• Grow in wisdom, aligning themselves to the good life that God intended for them 
• Learn to work and live responsibly  
• Reflect on the shape of their lives that gives glory and praise to God 
• Develop skills, knowledge and attitudes and behaviours to make career decisions 
• Apply their learning to achieve educational and career aspirations 
• Build resilience in their capacity to manage change throughout their lives 
• Develop their career plan, refining them to identify future actions 

 

Year 10 Service: What can you give? 
There is a narrow view in today’s society that our career and work life is simply to serve oneself. As followers 
of Christ, we recognise that work is both for the benefit of not only ourselves but it serves as a redemptive 
catalyst to re-direct others toward faith. Jesus stated, “I have come to serve not to be served”. Students will 
actively learn and participate in a year of service, where the focus will be placed on giving of their gifts, talents 
and abilities. 

During the course of this year students will investigate and establish: 
• A Career Action Plan 
• Understanding VCE and VCAL 
• Establish a Career Plan 
• Establish Career Goals 

 

Endurance: What do you do? 
The writer of the letter to the Hebrews (12:2) describes a 
picture that Jesus may have had when facing his death on 
the cross. They describe that Jesus may have seen, the 
redemption of the world through his sacrifice, it was a great 
vision of glory, redemption and his children enjoying eternity. 
Success demands endurance, and endurance is a virtue that 
is developed through a perceived vision of the future. 
Students also need a clear picture of their perceived career 
so they can persist in the steps that get them there. 

During the course of this year students will investigate and 
understand: 

• The Role and Purpose of Careers  
• Being Workplace Ready  
• Develop Independent Responsibility 
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Year 12 Refinement: Where do you go? 
The final year at Maranatha brings together all the skills and knowledge students have learnt to foster a clear 
path toward applying for their chosen career. 

During the course of this year students will need to work with the VCE and Vocation Coordinator to:  
• Fulfil their self-directed Career Action Plan 
• Visit university open days and engage in conversations with relevant personnel 
• Organise appointments with the Careers Counsellor to discuss their progress and action plan 
• Establish VTAC account and manage applications and preferences 
 

Interviews 
Students may wish to arrange for an interview with the VCE and Vocation Coordinator in Term 3.   Parents 
are encouraged to attend these interviews. Students are advised to ask the following questions and obtain 
appropriate answers prior to such interviews: 
 
• What requirements do I have to meet in order to complete my VCE or VCAL? 
• What subjects and options are available? 
• What pre-requisite and recommended studies do I need to undertake for a particular career pathway? 
• What advice have I received from parents, teachers, Careers’ Coordinator and friends? 
• What Units or combination of Units are going to be the most interesting and rewarding? 

 
While the VCE and Vocation Coordinator is available by appointment, for both students and parents to 
discuss career options, the onus is on the students to verify details. There are a number of very useful 
resources and references available electronically and in hard copy. The VCE and Vocation Coordinator has 
literature (handbooks, course leaflets) available for students and parents to read.  The earlier a student begins 
to think about and plan the options available to him/her after Year 12, the greater the chance he/she will have 
of making a realistic and informed decision. 
 
All VCE students are advised to attend Open Days, which are organised by tertiary institutions throughout 
the year.   These are an invaluable source of information for students.   Information relating to Open Days 
is published on SEQTA notices and is available on the VTAC website as well as individual university or TAFE 
websites. 
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Senior School Career Pathways 
Maranatha Christian School offers for Senior School Students the option of completing the Victorian 
Certificate of Education (VCE) or the Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL). The Victorian 
Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA) is the governing authority responsible for the administration of 
the VCE and VCAL. 
 
Within both the VCE and VCAL Certificates, there are several options for students to choose, including VCE 
Baccalaureate, Industry Pathways and Vocational Education and Training (VET). These options will be 
discussed in detail in this guide, allowing students to tailor a personal VCE or VCAL program.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  

Completion of VCAL 

Completion of VCE 

University Undergraduate 
Degree 

MCS 
Senior School Career 

Pathway 
 

VCAL 
Victorian Certificate of 

Applied Learning 

VCE 
Victorian Certificate of 

Education 

TAFE,  
Diplomas & Certificates 

Apprenticeship, Employment 
or Workplace Learning 
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Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE)   

 
The Classic Educational Pathway  
The VCE is the popular program for Victorian School leavers gaining entry into a University or Higher 
Education Course. By undertaking VCE examinations, students can obtain an Australian Tertiary Admissions 
Ranking (ATAR), which is often an entry requirement for application to many university courses.  
 
Students study six subjects in Year 11 and 5 subjects in Year 12. Each subject is usually divided into 4 
semester long units, typically Units 1&2 are taken at a Year 11 level and Units 3&4 are taken at Year 12. This 
usually equates to 22 units as part of a two year VCE program.  
 
Students are able to undertake a VCE subject in Year 10, subject to Maranatha Christian School’s progression 
policy.  
 
To successfully complete the minimum requirement for the VCE, students must achieve satisfactory 
completion of a total of not less than 16 units, which must include: 
• three units from the English group with at least one at the Unit 3 or 4 level 
• three sequences of Units 3 and 4 studies other than English, which can include VCE VET sequences 
 

VCE Baccalaureate 
Students are able to choose a VCE Baccalaureate Program. This is a well-rounded, highly academic program 
which gives acknowledgement to students who study both a high level mathematics and a language. 
 
To be eligible for the VCE Baccalaureate, students must satisfactorily complete a VCE program which 
provides: 
• Unit 3&4 English with a study score of 30 or above 
• Unit 3&4 Mathematical Methods (CAS) or Specialist Mathematics 
• Unit 3&4 Language 
• At least two other Unit 3&4 sequences 

Further information on the VCE Baccalaureate can be obtained from VCAA (see link below). 

http://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Documents/vce/VCE_Baccalaureate_FAQs  

 

http://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Documents/vce/VCE_Baccalaureate_FAQs
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VCE Industry Pathways  
An Industry Pathway is an ideal pathway option for students who are considering careers in the following 
industries: 
 Building and Construction 
 Community Services and Health 
 Manufacturing and Engineering 
 Sport and Recreation 
 
Students undertaking a VCE Industry Pathway will have a program that includes components from: 
 Vocational Education and Training (VET) 
 Mathematics (VCE)  
 English (VCE)  
 Core Studies (certain relevant VCE subjects) 
 
Students who meet the requirements of the Industry Pathway will have this recorded on their senior secondary 
certificate.  
 
Students can use this course to pathway to University (via VCE program only), TAFE or 
Apprenticeships/Employment. 
 
Further information on the Industry Pathways can be obtained from VCAA (see link below). 

http://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Pages/vet/Industry_pathways_VCE_VCAL.aspx 

 

    

 

  

http://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Pages/vet/Industry_pathways_VCE_VCAL.aspx
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Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL)  
 

 
The Vocation and Industry Training alternative 

VCAL is a practical vocation and industry training program which 
students choose to study as an alternative to VCE. VCAL is a great 
choice for students who feel that after school their pathway is 
heading towards further study at a Technical and Further Education 
(TAFE) institute, starting an apprenticeship or gaining employment. 
It should be noted that VCAL does not provide students with an 
ATAR.  
 
VCAL is “hands-on” in its nature, seeking to provide strong emphasis 
upon workplace learning and community involvement.  
 
At the Intermediate and Senior level, VCAL is made up of the 
following four educational strands: 
1. Literacy and Numeracy Skills 
2. Industry Specific Skills (VET Certificate offered at TAFE level) 
3. Personal Development Skills 
4. Work Related Skills (Work Placement) 
 
 

 
VCAL students must undertake a VET course in both Year 
11 and 12. Students are counselled in their choices for VET, 
which can enable a student to fully or partially complete a 
Certificate II or III level TAFE course (via a VET in Schools 
program) concurrently with their VCAL certificate. 
Successful completion results in the award of a nationally 
recognised certificate.  
 
VCAL Numeracy and Work Related Skills may also be 
successfully completed by choosing a relevant VCE Unit. 
This would be undertaken via consultation with the VCE 
and Vocation Coordinator.  
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Literacy and Numeracy Skills (offered at school) 
The literacy component aims to develop skills, knowledge and attitudes in literacy that allows progression in 
the main social contexts of family, employment, further learning and citizenship.   Literacy outcomes include 
language used for self-expression, for practical purposes, for knowledge and for public debate. Literacy 
includes reading, writing and oral communication skills 
 
The numeracy component aims to provide skills, knowledge and attitudes to enable students to make 
informed choices and decisions regarding pathways to work and further education. Numeracy is the ability to 
use mathematical skills in order to carry out purposes and functions within society related to designing, 
measuring, constructing, using graphical information, money, time and travel, and the underpinning skills and 
knowledge for further study in mathematics or related fields. 
 
Industry Specific Skills (a VET Certificate course offered at TAFE level) 
This strand aims to develop industry specific skills, knowledge and attitudes related to vocational contexts 
for further learning or employment. 
 
Students, through consultation with the VCE and Vocation Coordinator, chose to undertake a relevant VET 
course at one of several Registered Training Organisations (RTOs). Typically, students undertake a 
Certificate II or III level course. This course operates one day per week, and the VCAL timetable makes time 
allowance for this.  
 
Personal Development Skills (offered at school) 
This strand aims to develop personal development skills, knowledge and attitudes that lead toward social 
responsibility, building community, working for the benefit of others and positive self-identity. 
 
Personal development skills are often covered in project based learning, often with a communal focus. The 
projects are varied in nature, seeking to engage students, build new skills and foster teamwork, and assist 
students in learning vital skills which can be translated into a variety of vocational contexts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work Related (work placement) 
Students work one day a week at a work place either as Structured Work placement or School Based 
Apprenticeship. 
 
Assessment in each strand is competency based.  Competency must be achieved for the learning outcomes 
specified in each strand.  
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Further VCE and VCAL Information and Policy 
The School, in accordance with VCAA requirements, determines its VCE and VCAL guidelines and policy. 
For more information please refer to www.vcaa.vic.edu.au   
 
Maranatha Christian School offers a broad range of subjects for students to study at Years 11 and 12, 
catering for students with varying interests and vocational pursuits. Student demand must be met before a 
subject can operate, e.g. as a general rule, a minimum of 10 students are required for Units 1 and 2 to 
operate, and a minimum of 5 students are required for Units 3 and 4. 
 

VCE and VCAL Course Eligibility 
Year 10 
For a student to be eligible for Maranatha’s VCE program, they need to have successfully completed the 
previous years (7-10) of secondary schooling without having a learning modified program. 
 
Year 11 

Year 11 VCE students must take at least 12 Units of study (6 subjects), of which English Units 1 and 2 are 
compulsory.  A student’s course selection may be made up of all Year 11 subjects or a combination of Year 
11 and 12 subjects according to their eligibility outlined below. The six subjects may include a VET/TAFE 
subject, a VCE accredited external language or a Distance Education subject.  
 
Year 12 

Year 12 VCE students must take a minimum of 10 units of study (5 subjects) of which English/EAL Units 3 
and 4 are compulsory.  These five subjects may include a VET/TAFE subject, a VCE accredited external 
language, a university enhancement course or a Distance Education subject.  
 
Satisfactory completion of VCE units 
• Units 1 and 2 can be completed as single Units. We encourage students to complete Units 1 and 2 as a 

sequence.  
• Units 3 and 4 must be completed as a sequence. 
 
For satisfactory completion of a unit, a student must demonstrate achievement of each of the outcomes for 
that unit as outlined in the Study Design. This decision will be based on the teacher’s judgment of the 
student’s performance and understanding. The key knowledge and key skills and the Advice for Teachers 
included in the Study Design will assist teachers in making this judgment.  
 

Selecting a VCE program 
Students will need to plan a course of study for each of the four semesters of their two-year course, 
although changes may be made to Units 3/4 selection at the end of Year 11.  
 

Changes to a Selected Course 
1. Students may not change from Unit 1, 2 or 3 in one subject to Unit 1, 2 or 3 in another subject without 

an application for change of subject form. The consent of a parent/guardian, Head of Senior School and 
VCE and Vocation Coordinator (with consultation with the Head of Curriculum (Senior)) is needed. Such 
changes may only be made within the first two weeks of each semester. 

 
2. A student cannot change from Unit 3 in one subject to Unit 4 in another subject in any circumstances. 
  

http://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/
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Progression 
Promotion to the next year level is dependent on achieving a satisfactory level in each subject and having an 
attendance rate of above 80%. Pastoral and Curriculum Leaders will work together, in discussion with parents, 
to decide on progression of students who are in danger of falling below benchmarks. In elective subjects, a 
student who scores an unsatisfactory result in a specific subject may be withheld from progressing to the 
same subject at the next level.  
 
The number of VCE subjects a student may attempt above their level is still governed by the eligibility policy. 
With regards to a specific VCE subject, the following Progression Policy applies: 
 
For progression into a VCE Unit 1, 2 or 3, students are expected to achieve an average of 50% on all 
assessments and an overall result of 50% on their report in order to progress to the next Unit 1, 2 or 3. A 
student must also attain a satisfactory result for a unit in order to progress to the next unit. In some cases, for 
example some Mathematics subjects, faculties may increase the minimum progression standard for certain 
higher levels of Mathematics. 
 
The Head of Senior School will have progression meetings with parents at the end of Semester 1 and Semester 
2 to discuss students who are in jeopardy of not meeting the criteria to progress to the next year level. 
 

Eligibility for Acceleration 
Year 10 and 11 students may accelerate into one or two subjects according to the eligibility criteria set out below. 
 
An overall percent average will be calculated for each student based on subject results from both 
semesters. Using these percentages, the following policy will apply: 
 
Level 4 Student: Year 10 students who average above 90% (in Year 9) can apply in writing to the Head 
of Senior School and/or Head of Curriculum (Senior) for consideration in order to take two Year 11 subjects 
(or their equivalent*). 
 
Year 11 students who average above 90% (in Year 10) can apply in writing to the Head of Senior School 
and/or Head of Curriculum (Senior) for consideration in order to take two Year 12 subjects (or their 
equivalent*).  
 
The application must include a cover letter requesting consideration, copies of the previous two year’s reports 
and Year 7 and 9 NAPLAN results. The applicant must also state their intention to complete five Year 12 
subjects in their final year of school. 
 
Level 3 Student: Year 10 students who average between 65% - 90% (in Year 9) are eligible to take one Year 
11 subject (or its equivalent*). 
 
Year 11 students who average between 65% - 90% (in Year 10) are eligible to take one Year 12 subject (or its 
equivalent*). All Year 11 students who complete a Year 12 subject must agree to complete five Year 12 
subjects in their final year of school. 
 
Level 2 Student:  Students who average between 50% - 65% are not eligible for acceleration into a subject 
above their year level. 
 
Level 1 Student:  Students who have an average below 50% are required to discuss future options with the 
Head of Senior School. 
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Languages Acceleration Policy 
Maranatha promotes the study of languages by providing the Fast-track Language Acceleration Policy.   
 
Year 10 students who average between 65% - 90% (in Year 9) are eligible to take both one Unit 1&2 Language 
plus another Unit 1&2 subject offered at Maranatha. Languages could include Chinese Second Language, 
Chinese Second Language Advanced, Chinese Language, Culture and Society, or another language studied 
externally via Victorian School of Languages (VSL). Students studying through VSL should refer to the 
Distance Education Policy.  
 
Year 11 students who average between 65% - 90% (in Year 10) are eligible to take both one Unit 3&4 
Language plus another Unit 3&4 subject offered at Maranatha. This has the possibility of allowing a reduced 
subject load during Year 12, depending on student academic goals.   
 

EAL Status 
A student is eligible for EAL status if: 
1. The student has been a resident in Australia for no more than seven calendar years immediately prior 

to 1 January of the year in which the study is undertaken as Units 3 and 4 (for example, students 
studying Year 12 in 2020, should not have been living in Australia before 1 January 2013), and 
 

2. English has been the student’s major language of instruction for a total period of not more than seven 
years prior to the year in which the study is being undertaken as Units 3 and 4. If both these conditions are 
met, the student will be granted EAL status. 

 
Students with EAL status may enrol in English (EAL) Units 3 and 4.  Flagging a student as EAL does not 
automatically enrol the student in English (EAL).   A student with EAL status may choose to enrol in either 
English Units 3 and 4 or English (EAL) Units 3 and 4. 
 
Students who have resided and studied in Singapore or India 
VASS disables EAL approval for students whose country of origin is Singapore or India, even though the 
student may have resided in Australia for less than seven years. A message on VASS will appear, stating 
‘EAL eligibility for this country of origin can only be approved by the VCAA’. The school must forward the 
applications to the VCAA for a thorough assessment. These applications need to include supporting school 
documentation and passport stamp and/or International Movement Records, to determine whether the 
student is eligible for EAL. If the application is reviewed by the VCAA, and the approval granted, it will be 
entered on VASS and the school will be able to enrol the student in EAL. 
 
Unfair Advantage 
At times it is not possible for a subject, for which there is more than one class, to set SACs at the exact same 
time. Students are forbidden to share information from a SAC which gives other students an unfair advantage. 
Students who gain an unfair advantage over other students by prematurely finding out information on a SAC 
will be awarded a zero for the SAC. A zero will also be awarded to any student who has divulged information 
which gives another student an advantage. 
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VCE Reporting 
Each Year 11 student will be issued with a VCE Statement of Results 
from the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA) at the 
end of the year as well as a School Report at the end of Semester 1 and 
Semester 2. 
 
Each Year 12 student will be issued with a VCE Statement of Results, a 
GAT result, a VCE Certificate, and a School Reference. Year 12 students 
will receive a School Report only for Unit 3 at the end of Semester 1. 
 
From the students’ results an ATAR (Australian Tertiary Admission Rank) 
will be calculated by VTAC.  This ranking allows students to be offered a 
place in a tertiary institution. 
 
VCE Units 
In each study, a set of two to four Unit Outcomes is associated with each 
VCE Unit. A Unit Outcome is an activity or assignment, which is set, 
supervised and assessed by the School according to guidelines provided 
by the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA). These Unit 
Outcomes are referred to as SACs (School Assessed Course-work) or SATs (School Assessed Tasks).  
Satisfactory completion of all unit outcomes will gain an ‘S’ (satisfactory) result for the Unit. If any unit 
outcome is not completed satisfactorily, the result for that Unit is an ‘N’ (not satisfactory). 
 
The numerical examination scores for each study are not reported individually, but are used to calculate 
an overall study score which is then normalised so that the distribution of marks among all students taking 
that study is the same for each study. This is then converted into a study score (relative position), which is 
reported. It shows the student’s performance in that study, relative to the performances of all students taking 
it across the State. 
 
General Achievement Test (GAT) 
Students taking Unit 3 and 4 studies must complete the General Achievement Test (GAT) during the year. 
This is a general knowledge test and is designed to measure the level of general achievement a student has 
accomplished across three broad areas: 
• Written Communication 
• Mathematics, Science and Technology 
• Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences. 

 
GAT results will be used to monitor school 
assessment and to gauge whether schools are 
marking school assessed course-work and tasks 
on a fair and uniform basis.  VCAA will only use 
the GAT to verify grades where it will improve the 
reliability of the process. 
 
The result of this test is not released to anyone 
except the student and is used by VCAA as 
insurance to assist in verifying the grades 
awarded. 
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Tertiary Selection 
The minimum requirement for the award of the VCE will not be sufficient for tertiary selection. This is based on 
performance in Units 3/4 in the examinations or SATs of at least four studies and on any other selection 
procedures that the various tertiary courses may nominate for use. The study scores (relative position) are scaled 
and converted, using a rather complicated process, to an Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR). 
 
This is done by the Victorian Tertiary Admissions Centre (VTAC), which provides a central selection system for 
undergraduate courses on behalf of all the Victorian Universities and Institutes of TAFE. While the course 
authorities make the actual selections, VTAC acts as a data collection and processing organisation, providing 
course selection staff with information on students who have included the course in their lists of preferences. 
VTAC also produces and distributes application materials including an annual Guide to University and TAFE 
Courses. This guide lists and summarises the courses to be offered by the participating Institutions in the 
following year, with their prerequisite studies, special entrance requirements and middle-band selection criteria. 
 
Another booklet called VTAC Year 10 Guide outlines how a student should go about selecting a VCE program 
and gives information on other matters such as the scoring procedures, the two-stage selection model and 
middle-band selection criteria which will be used for tertiary selection in that year.  Copies of the entrance 
requirement booklets are available for reference in the Careers Room. (Available late July). This document also 
refers to other useful information found on the VTAC web site. 
 

Calculation of the Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) 
Studies counted first when creating an ATAR, namely English plus the next three highest scaled scoring studies 
are referred to as the ‘primary four’.  Additional points are given for the 5 th  and 6 th  studies taken at Unit 3/4 
level, amounting to 10% of each scaled VCE study score achieved. 
 
Approved VCE VET Units 3 and 4 sequences will include scored assessments from which a study score for the 
sequence will be calculated.  A maximum of one VCE VET Units 3 and 4 sequence with a study score may be 
counted in the primary four for the ATAR.  Units 3 and 4 VCE VET sequences which do not have study scores 
available may be used for fifth and/or sixth study increments for the ATAR, the increment being 10% of the 
average of the primary four. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The score for 

English or EAL 

Units  
3 and 4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

+ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The next best three 
scores in other Unit 3 
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+ 
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The ATAR is calculated from the student’s scaled study scores.   The scaling process is designed to avoid 
students being advantaged by taking a study that has attracted a higher proportion of less able students, or 
disadvantaged by taking a study that has attracted a higher proportion of more able students. This is achieved 
by comparing the results in any one study with those in all the studies of students taking that study.  If this group 
does well in all studies, the results in the study under review are adjusted upwards.  If, on the other hand, the 
students do comparatively poorly in all their studies, the results in the study concerned are adjusted downward. 
The extent to which the study is adjusted up or down depends on the scaled average score of the group in all 
the studies taken by its members. 
 
The scaled study scores are not reported, but are used to calculate the relative position of each student among 
all students. This is reported as a percentile known as the Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR). 
 

 
 
 
Maximising the ATAR 
Entry to tertiary institutions will continue to be very competitive.  This means that each mark is vital. 
Students wishing to improve their ATAR and hence their prospects are advised to: 
 
• do as well as possible in all the examinations, the GAT and SACs/SATs 
• take a total of at least six subjects at Unit 3/4 level in order to have two subjects over and above the 

‘primary four’ to attract the full number of increments 
• complete or sit all the examinations or SACs/SATs; no study score is awarded where a student has not 

presented in more than one examination 
• read the VTAC Tertiary Entrance Requirements for the year you expect to begin tertiary studies, giving 

special attention to the Middle-Band Selection criteria and the courses in which you may be interested; 
take the subjects mentioned there as being relevant – they usually attract favourable consideration in 
the re-ranking process 

• take subjects you enjoy, need and are good at; a subject should never be chosen only because it is likely 
to be scaled up 
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Studies Offered in Year 10 
Maranatha Christian School expects to offer the following 
Year 10 compulsory studies and electives: 
 
Compulsory Studies 
Commerce & Law 
English 
Health & Physical Education 
History 
Mathematics 
Science  

 
Electives 
Applied Science 
Art  
Chinese Language Culture & Society (year long elective) 
Food Technology 
Information Technology 
Media 
Music 
Project Based Learning (year long elective) 
Theatre 
Visual Communication Design 
Woodwork 

 

Compulsory Studies 
Commerce & Law 
Year 10 Commerce & Law seeks to develop student’s abilities to wisely manage their resources, time, gifts 
and talents.  A solid understanding of the fundamentals of our legal system, basic principles of finance, use 
of technology and the ever-changing opportunities in the workplace are essential in today’s society. This 
learning program supports students in their quest to develop their own abilities, confidently manage 
themselves and their relationships with others, make sense of the world in which they live and effectively 
participate in that world.   
 

English 
The study of Year 10 English is centred on the deliberate analysis of texts and contexts through reading, 
speaking, listening and writing. Through the study of texts, individuals develop an awareness and 
understanding of how writers construct texts and what views and values they are attempting to promote 
through these. Students learn to control language according to purpose, audience and situation through the 
development of analytical and creative writing skills. The interaction with texts further allows students to 
acquire knowledge, skills and personal attributes that enable them to read, view and listen critically and to 
think, speak and write with clarity and confidence as they develop their own ‘voice’. These skills are built and 
developed in order to assist students to succeed at school and 
in contexts outside school, as they lead lives in modern 
Australian society and the global community.   
 

Health & Physical Education 
All Year 10 students participate in Health & Physical Education 
classes, developing and refining a range of movement and 
manipulative skills. There is a focus on understanding and 
strategy during game play as well as improving personal 
fitness. Students also have the choice of joining an interschool 
sports team or participating in a recreational activity.  
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History 
History focuses on post World War 1 Australia and the consequent move into the modern world. This provides 
the backdrop against which the students completed depth studies. This includes: World War 2 and the nature 
of Australia's involvement; an investigation into the struggle for human rights; and the major global influences 
which have shaped Australian society during the twentieth century. Students develop a range of historical 
analysis skills as they progressed through the unit. Students will develop an understanding of key historical 
concepts, including evidence, continuity and change, cause and effect, perspectives, empathy, significance 
and contestability. 
 

Mathematics 
The aim of Mathematics at Year 10 is to equip students 
to: 
• appreciate Mathematics as an intellectual and 

enjoyable activity based on numerical order which, in 
turn, reflects the order of God’s creation 

• develop mathematical knowledge and skills 
• apply this knowledge while analysing, investigating, 

modelling and solving problems in a variety of 
situations 

• use technology as an effective support for these 
activities 

• be prepared for VCE Mathematics and beyond 
 
The course continues to consolidate the foundation for further studies in Mathematics and for some, prepares 
students for tertiary studies and eventual career paths involving mathematical understanding. Some aspects 
of the course provide essential skills for daily living in an increasingly technological society. These skills are 
necessary regardless of whether students are continuing on to study Mathematics at a tertiary level.  
 
Foundation Mathematics 
The Foundation Mathematics course continues to consolidate ideas and concepts from middle school classes 
of Mathematics and is usually limited to two units. It is hoped that it will equip students for daily living in an 
increasingly technological society. These skills are necessary regardless of whether students are continuing 
on to do VCE or VCAL and further on to TAFE or tertiary studies.  
 

Science  
Biology & Chemistry 
In this semester long subject, students will explore the biological 
principles of DNA, by considering its role in controlling an 
organism’s characteristics, and genetics, through discussions on 
how genetic information is passed on and the ethics of genetic 
engineering. They will also reflect on the evidence for and against 
natural selection and evolution, and approach this with a Biblical 
perspective. Students will continue to further their knowledge of 
Chemistry by expanding on their understanding of atoms and how 
they are arranged on the periodic table. They will also delve deeper 
into types of chemical reactions and factors that affect their rate. 
 
Physics & Earth Science 
This semester long subject will enable students to explore earth science, which occurs around them every 
day. As part of the physics component, students will investigate motion and energy by considering Newton’s 
Laws and using models to describe energy transfers and transformations. They will obtain a greater 
understanding of geological time through the exploration of fossil formation, and will gain an appreciation for 
the complexities of global systems, including the concepts of weather, climate change and ecosystems. In 
this subject, students will also move beyond our planet and wonder at the universe, with a focus on its origins 
and major features. 
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Electives 
Applied Science 
Forensic Science & Horticulture 
In this unit research plant and animal nutrition, growth and reproduction. They develop an understanding of 
the conditions in which plants and animals grow and reproduce. They evaluate the effectiveness and 
sustainability of agricultural or horticultural practices. Students investigate the structure, function, nutrition and 
growth of plants. They explore animal nutrition, digestion, growth and development, and make comparisons 
between production methods. Students will also inquire and learn how to apply forensic analysis including 
analysing trace chemical, biological and physical evidence. Students will learn about forensic techniques 
including but not limited to toxicology, arson, finger print and bloodstain pattern analysis. 
 
Astronomy & Marine Biology 
In this unit students will study the amazing lifeforms that inhabit freshwater and marine habitats. From the 
smallest plankton to the largest whale, students will appreciate their adaptations for survival and study the 
human impact on such ecosystems. They will conduct various scientific practicals including dissections as 
well as a field trip to a marine habitat where they will use techniques for surveying aquatic organisms. Students 
will also explore the field of Astronomy, including the current investigations for life on other planets. Students 
will learn about modern methods of observational astronomy, an overview of the scientific method, age and 
origin of the Solar System, descriptions of the planets and partake in discussions of the possibility of life on 
other planets. 
 

Art  
Ceramics 
The Visual Arts allows students to further investigate and 
develop concepts and skills taught previously. Students 
develop their ideas through exploration and research of a 
variety of styles and techniques which is explored through a 
diverse range of methods and materials that artists use to 
communicate. Ceramic art culture is explored, and students 
discuss what art is, and how society has been affected by art 
historically, and through contemporary art practice.  
 
Students will research and work to analyse a variety of hand-
building and glazing techniques, implementing a folio 
detailing the development of design. They will focus on the 
elements and principles of design, juxtaposing a variety of 
skills using coil, pinch pot and slab hand-building techniques. 
Students will analyse, reflect and evaluate Ceramic design to 
become more independent in their approach. Creative and researched design will further their understanding 
of decorative, glazing and firing techniques to produce a number of substantial artworks. 
 
Draw, Paint & Print 
This unit will develop skills using two-dimensional art practices such as drawing, painting and printmaking. 
These two-dimensional skills allow students to investigate and develop concepts and skills in making creative 
decisions. They may reflect on their own experiences and observations to consider what they have learned 
to generate and interpret ideas. They will learn about problem solving, self-expression and consider creative 
representation in a visual world. Students will experiment with these concepts to create and manipulate a 
variety of ideas that communicate a particular position or philosophy. 

Students will research and work to analyse contemporary artists both international and Australian and create 
their own contemporary artworks through the study of the elements and principles of art. Students will analyse, 
reflect and evaluate historical and contemporary art to become more independent in their approach to 
exploring, developing and refining art works using a variety of media and materials.  
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Chinese Language, Culture & Society 
This is a year long course. 
 
Year 10 Chinese Language, Culture & 
Society is designed to teach students 
Chinese through topic-driven content 
provided in real-life contexts. Students build 
on their content knowledge from previous 
years and continue developing their 
vocabulary and knowledge of grammatical 
structures as they are challenged in their 
speaking and writing skills. Learning a 
second language provides students with the 
opportunity to interact more effectively with 
their international neighbours as well as 
those within Australia as the nation becomes 
more multicultural. Learning Mandarin is a further opportunity for students to love their neighbours by 
acknowledging and appreciating the lens through which they see, think and evaluate about the world. 
 

Food Technology 
Food by Design 
God is our provider. Through this course of study, we are 
reminded that our bodies were created to be in his image, 
and that we should therefore look after our physical health. 
This course of study will encourage students to make wise 
food choices in terms of health. We touch on the concept 
of being good stewards of what we have been given, and 
not being wasteful, through preserving food when it is in 
season for later use. Students develop and apply 
their knowledge to prepare food safely and hygienically 
and to present recipes in a creative way. They will use 
problem-solving skills to produce foods to suit particular 
needs. This process will encourage independent and co-
operative learning. The aim of Food by Design is to build on the practical skills introduced in earlier years and 
to build their knowledge of cereal products through bread-making, making pastry and pasta- making, and to 
have input into the designing of recipes such as risotto and working with chocolate. 
 

Eat Well & Celebrate 
In this unit, students have developed an understanding of the 
role of food in maintaining a healthy diet and well-being for 
life. Students will investigate, in-depth, a food related illness, 
the causes and symptoms and how this can be prevented or 
treated through changes to eating. They will investigate key 
ingredient of foods (meat, dairy, eggs, cereals, poultry) to see 
how they change in a physical and chemical sense, when 
using them in a variety of recipes. Students have had the 
opportunity to demonstrate their creative and artistic skills, 
while producing their own designs when making and 
decorating a celebration cake. 
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Information Technology 
Creative Information Technology 
Throughout the subject of Information 
Technology, students are encouraged to 
reflect their Creator by working on 
expressive and inspirational assignment 
tasks. They are also given the opportunity 
to discover possible vocational interests by 
learning industry approved programs in the 
field of video editing and special effects. 
This subject aims to provide an in-depth 
study into the multimedia applications 
provided within the Adobe Suit. Unlike 
some of the other Information Technology 
courses that provide introductory content 
across a wide range of application, this subject focuses on 3 main programs for one semester. By the end of 
this course, students will have experienced audio and video manipulation at a new level; providing them with 
the ability to develop of their unique gifts in the area of Information Technology. 
 
Applied Information Technology 
Throughout the subject of Information Technology, students are given a taste of the content and applications 
required to complete Computing at a senior level. They are also given the opportunity to develop their skills 
using Adobe Animate CC, Photoshop and Dreamweaver. This unit has been developed as a precursor for 
students wishing to complete VCE Computing Units 1 and 2. Students therefore explored introductory level 
concepts mirrored in the VCAA requirements. Once completed, students will have a better understanding of 
what is expected of them at a VCE level and will have developed a solid knowledge base for the subject area. 
 

Media 
Photography 
This unit focused on the media form of photography. Students are introduced to famous photographers and 
their techniques through research and the analysis of photographs. Students learn about critical approaches 
to the study of photography in order to master, create, use, manipulate, analyse, interpret and evaluate the 
work of other photographers, as well as their own photographic work. Students are introduced to photography 
techniques, such as rule of thirds and depth of field, and how to use a Digital SLR camera in manual settings, 
focusing on aperture, ISO and shutter speed. Students worked on building their photography folio by taking 
portrait, action, landscape, object and abstract photographs. 

 
Film Making 
In this unit, students focus on the process of film 
analysis and film-making. Students are introduced to 
production and story elements through the analysis 
of films, and use these elements to create their own 
short film. Students learn about critical approaches 
to the study of media texts in order to master, create, 
use, manipulate, analyse, interpret and evaluate the 
media from the position and perspective of 
audience. Students are introduced to the filmmaking 
process, from pre-production to postproduction, as 
they work in a collaborative environment to create 
their own short film. 
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Music 
Styles & Performance 
Students look at the different style of music and how they have influenced 
society over the past century. Students also examine how to be discerning 
listener of music; to understand and identify the different element of musical 
styles. They analysis how composers have created their works and why to 
gain understand of the power and the emotional sway that music can have 
over us – especially when combined with persuasive lyrics. 
 
Performance & Composing 
This unit allows students to focus on the composing and improvising aspects 
of music.  In particular looking at music language and music craft, which 
allows students develop knowledge of the structure of music language and 
skills in aural perception and notation. Student performance is a large part 
of the course as students developed their skills of a chosen instrument. 
 

Project Based Learning 
This is a year long subject, available exclusively to Year 10 students. 
In this subject, students are encouraged to gain knowledge and skills by investigating and responding to an 
engaging question, problem or challenge. It focuses on active student-directed learning. The principles that 
underpin the applied learning component of the VCAL program have been adopted as a guide to developing 
this course: 
• encouraging students to learn through interaction and cooperation – via discussion, asking questions, 

giving explanations and presentations, and working cooperatively with others  
• using a range of materials and resources relevant to the chosen field of study – through out-of-class or 

classroom-based activities and investigations  
• utilising students’ backgrounds, interests, knowledge, skills and experiences and connecting these to 

chosen field of study  
• making learning explicit  
• developing existing skills and knowledge in chosen field of study  
• ensuring that all students experience success and develop confidence through developing and acquiring 

skills and knowledge  
• developing assessment strategies that are appropriate. 
 

Woodwork 
Table Making 
Through the semester, students will have the opportunity to develop their creativity and skill in working 
with different materials to produce functional and decorative coffee table. They will learn to develop and make 
use of God-given talents; conceptually and practically. The students will be encouraged to celebrate the 
diversity of abilities and sense of self-worth inherent in developing and making maximum use of God’s gifting 
to each of us. Students are required to develop problem-solving skills that are transferable to other areas of 
schooling and beyond. Students will develop a design brief for their product and are required to consider and 
investigate aspects of function and aesthetics. Students actively respond to God’s call to carefully manage 
all creation. 
 
Clock Making 
The aim of this unit is to prepare students for VCE Units 1&2 and encourage creative thinking whilst improving 
their dexterity. Students will have the opportunity to develop their creativity and skill in working with different 
materials to produce a functional and decorative wooden clock. The core element of wood is used as the 
main source of a student’s design. Students are encouraged to use their imagination to produce new and 
exciting designs. The opportunity for students to use other materials, such as textiles, metal work and plastics 
is probable.  
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Theatre 
Pre-Modern Theatre 
The aim of this course is to develop the students understanding of acting in relation to pre modern theatre 
(before 1920).  Students look at the different theatrical styles including Commedia Dell Arte and Elizabethan 
theatre, whilst also developing their theatre production skills. In doing so, students develop the ability to work 
in teams, communicate their ideas through theatre and to reflect upon and evaluate their work.  This enables 
them to build their skills in building confidence, public speaking, creativity and technical skill, while 
strengthening their God-given gifts to communicate and engage with the community around them and with 
the story. Furthermore, students are 
encouraged to examine the moral 
dilemmas that individuals and societies 
face to sharpen their awareness of God’s 
teaching. Students explore issues and 
develop an understanding of Christian 
values including courage, integrity, humility 
and creativity, at the same time as 
exploring the importance of their lives for 
God. 
 
Modern Theatre 
This course looks at theatre after the 1920, 
in particular, how history has helped to 
shape the change in theatrical styles. 
Modern theatre looks at the theatre practitioners of the last 100 years and how they have used the medium 
of theatre to tell the stories of a new generation. Theatre develops and hones a range of expressive life skills, 
taking students out of their comfort zones and expanding their knowledge of production skills. Students 
explore and create characters and productions based on the different theatrical styles and morality in social 
and historical contexts. Furthermore, students investigate issues and develop an understanding of Christian 
values including courage, integrity, humility and creativity, at the same time as exploring the importance of 
their lives for God. 
 

Visual Communication Design 
Architecture 
Architecture aims to develop students’ creative thinking, drawing and Adobe Photoshop skills by working 
through the design process. The world of interior design and exterior architecture are explored through 
perspective drawings, floorplan conventions and construction skills. All topics include a variety of drawing 
activities in order to create and develop eye-catching visual communications for real world housing 
applications. This elective is suitable for students with advanced, little or no Photoshop experience. 

 
Digital Design 
Digital Design is a subject which enables students to 
communicate meaning and messages through visual 
means. Students bring to life a character of their own 
design and digitally render it. They use Adobe 
Photoshop tools to create form and texture. They use 
publication design techniques, whilst analysing the 
work of other designers in order to see how meaning 
is conveyed. Typography and layout conventions are 
utilised to create a unique magazine. 
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Studies Offered in VCE 
Maranatha Christian School expects to offer the following VCE studies:  
 
Compulsory Studies: 
Year 11 - English Units 1 and 2, 
Year 12 - English/EAL Units 3 and 4 
 
YEAR 11         YEAR 12 
Accounting Units 1&2 
Biology Units 1&2 
Chemistry Units 1&2 
Chinese Language, Culture & Society Units 1&2 
Computing Units 1&2 
Food Studies Units 1&2 
General Mathematics Units 1&2 
Health & Human Development Units 1&2 
History Units 1&2 
Legal Studies Units 1&2 
Mathematical Methods Units 1&2 
Media Units 1&2 
Music Performance Units 1&2 
Physical Education Units 1&2 
Physics Units 1&2 
Product Design & Technology Units 1&2 
Psychology Units 1&2 
Sociology Units 1&2 
Studio Arts Units 1&2 
Theatre Studies Units 1&2 
Visual Communication Design Units 1&2 

Accounting Units 3&4 
Biology Units 3&4 
Chemistry Units 3&4 
Chinese Language, Culture & Society Units 1&2 
Food Studies Units 3&4 
Further Mathematics Units 3&4 
Health & Human Development Units 3&4 
History Units 3&4 
Legal Studies Units 3&4 
Mathematical Methods Units 3&4 
Media Units 3&4 
Music Performance Units 3&4 
Physical Education Units 3&4 
Physics Units 3&4 
Product Design & Technology Units 3&4 
Psychology Units 3&4 
Sociology Units 3&4 
Software Development Units 3&4 
Specialist Mathematics Units 3&4 
Studio Arts Units 3&4 
Theatre Studies Units 3&4 
Visual Communication Design Units 3&4 
 

 
Year 11 students may take a Year 12 subject according to the 
eligibility criteria already mentioned. It is very important that students 
consider selections for the total two-year program and not just the 
Year 11 program. 
 
In selecting subjects each student must consider the VCAA’s 
requirements and also consider carefully the subjects that may be 
needed for entry to tertiary institutions. 
 
 

 
Distance Education 
Students may wish to consider distance education. The cost of 
the program is borne by the student.  This is only available to 
the following groups of students:  
• students who have studied a particular language not 

offered by Maranatha 
• students taking a subject not offered by Maranatha 
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Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) Subject Information 

ACCOUNTING 
Unit 1: Role of accounting in business 
This unit explores the establishment of a business and the role of 
accounting in the determination of business success or failure. In 
this, it considers the importance of accounting information to 
stakeholders. Students analyse, interpret and evaluate the 
performance of a service business owned by a sole proprietor, 
using financial and non-financial information. They will be 
encouraged to take into account the range of ethical 
considerations faced by business owners when making decisions, 
including financial, social and environmental. 
 
Areas of study 
• The role of accounting – students investigate the reasons for 

establishing a small business and possible alternatives to 
operating a business. They explore types of business 
ownership, factors that lead to the success or failure of a 
business, sources of business finance and ethical 
considerations. 

• Recording financial data and reporting accounting 
information for a service business – students investigate the 
role of accounting in the generating financial data and 
accounting information. They use the accrual method for 
determining profit for a service business operating as a sole 
proprietor with cash and credit transactions. Students use both 
manual methods and ICT to record financial date and 
accounting information. 

 
Unit 2: Accounting and decision-making for a trading 
business 
This unit develops student’s knowledge of the accounting process 
for sole proprietors operating a trading business, with a focus on 
inventory, accounts receivable, accounts payable and non-current 
assets. They use relevant financial and other information to 
predict, budget and compare the potential effects of alternative 
strategies on the performance of the business. Using these 
evaluations, students develop and suggest to the owner strategies 
to improve business performance.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Accounting for inventory – students investigate use of both 

the First-In, First-Out (FIFO) and Identified Cost inventory cost 
assignment methods to record and report the movements of 
inventory through the business. 

• Accounting for and managing accounts receivable and 
accounts payable – students record and report transactions 
relating to accounts receivable and accounts payable. They 
examine strategies for managing credit transactions and use 
indicators, such as accounts receivable turnover and accounts 
payable turnover, to analyse decisions related to these areas. 

• Accounting for and managing non-current assets – 
students develop an understanding of the accounting 
processes for non-current assets, including depreciation, and 
the issues that can arise when determining a valuation for a 
non-current asset. 

According to the Parable of the 
Talents (Matthew 25:14-30) and the 
Parable of the Shrewd Manager (Luke 
16:1-13), God requires us to be 
accountable for the gifts and talents 
He provides.  These gifts include any 
financial or monetary provisions He 
gives.  See also Romans 14:12 and 
Hebrews 4:13. To give account means 
to give proof of income and 
expenditure. This is possible only if 
there is an accurate recording of 
information. Such records also assist 
in financial planning and control, 
decision making and problem solving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for Units 1, 
2 & 3.  
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Financial accounting for a trading 
business 
This unit focuses on financial accounting for 
trading business owned by a sole proprietor, 
and highlights the role of accounting as an 
information system. Students use the double 
entry system of recording financial data and 
prepare reports using the accrual basis of 
accounting and the perpetual method of 
inventory recording. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Recording and analyzing financial 
data – students focus on identifying and 
recording financial data for a business, using 
double entry accounting to record data and 
generate accounting information in the form of 
accounting reports and graphical 
representations. 

• Preparing and interpreting accounting reports – students develop their understanding of the 
accounting processes and complete those processes that are applicable to the end of a reporting period 
for a trading business They apply the accrual method of accounting to the preparation of accounting reports 
and draw a distinction between cash and profit, considering the implications of these differences when 
using reports to make decisions. 

 
Unit 4: Recording, reporting, budgeting and decision-making 
This unit provides an extension of the recording and reporting processes with the inclusion of balance day 
adjustments and alternative depreciation methods. Students investigate both the role and importance of 
budgeting in decision-making for a business They analyse and interpret accounting reports and graphical 
representations to evaluate the performance of a business. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Extension of recording and reporting 

– students further develop their 
understanding of the recording and 
reporting of financial data in the General 
Journal and General Ledger by focusing 
on balance day adjustments and the 
alternative methods of depreciating for 
non-current depreciable assets. 
Students prepare accounting reports 
using manual methods and ICT. 

• Budgeting and decision-making – 
students prepare and analyse budgeted 
accounting reports, both manually and 
using ICT, and suggest strategies to 
improve the performance of the 
business. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
Students will be required to answer a set of structured questions relating to all areas of study in both Units 3 
and 4. The task will be 2 hours in length. The examination contributes 50% to the final assessment. 
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BIOLOGY 
Unit 1: How do living things stay alive? 
In this unit students are introduced to some of the challenges to an 
organism in sustaining life. Students examine the cell as the 
structural and functional unit of life, from the single celled to the 
multicellular organism, and the requirements for sustaining cellular 
processes in terms of inputs and outputs. Students investigate how 
a diverse group of organisms form a living interconnected 
community that is adapted to, and utilises, the abiotic resources of 
its habitat.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How do organisms function? - students examine the structure 

and functioning of cells and how the plasma membrane 
contributes to survival by controlling the movement of substances 
into and out of the cell.  

• How do living systems sustain life? - students examine the 
structural, physiological and behavioural adaptations of a range 
of organisms that enable them to survive in a particular habitat 
and to maintain a viable population size over time.  

• Practical investigation - students design and conduct a 
practical investigation into the survival of an individual or a 
species.  

 
Unit 2: How is continuity of life maintained? 
In this unit students investigate particular sets of biotic and abiotic 
factors that operate in different places in the biosphere, and how 
these factors influence the kinds of organisms that live there. 
Students examine how organisms in their particular habitats are part 
of the integrated and naturally self-sustaining systems in which 
energy flows and matter is cycled between the living and non-living 
components of the environment. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How does reproduction maintain the continuity of life? - 

students consider the need for the cells of multicellular organisms 
to multiply for growth, repair and replacement. Students describe 
the production of gametes in sexual reproduction through the key 
events in meiosis and explain the differences between asexual 
and sexual reproduction in terms of the genetic makeup of 
daughter cells.  

• How is inheritance explained? - students build on their 
understanding of the nature of genes and the use of genetic 
language to read and interpret patterns of inheritance and predict 
outcomes of genetic crosses. Students apply their genetic 
knowledge to consider the social and ethical implications of 
genetic applications in society. 

• Investigation of an issue - students apply and extend their 
knowledge and skills developed in Areas of Study 1 and/or 2 to 
investigate an issue involving reproduction and/or inheritance. 
They communicate the findings of their investigation and explain 
the biological concepts, identify different opinions, outline the 
legal, social and ethical implications for the individual and/or 
species and justify their conclusions. 

 
 

During this study, students are 
given the opportunity to critically 
evaluate biological theories from a 
Christian perspective. Students are 
encouraged to not accept all 
information they are presented with 
as fact, but rather challenge such 
ideas with their own views, and 
support those views with evidence. 
Unit 3 also provides opportunities to 
discuss 1 Corinthians 12 in relation 
to how various components work 
together and in unity with each 
other to achieve one common 
purpose.   
In area of study 2 students 
investigate various mechanisms 
that enable organisms to detect and 
response to the environment. This 
study can lead to discussion about 
how as Christians should be 
witnesses and lights of Christ.  Non-
Christians around us should be able 
to ‘detect’ a change in the way that 
we live our lives.  This then brings 
about the question of how 
effectively we are causing a positive 
change in our society. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for Units 1, 
2 & 3.  
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: How do cells maintain life? 
The cell is a dynamic system of interacting molecules that define life. An understanding of the workings of the 
cell enables an appreciation of both the capabilities and the limitations of living organisms whether animal, 
plant, fungus or microorganism. The convergence of cytology, genetics and biochemistry makes cell biology 
one of the most rapidly evolving disciplines in contemporary biology. Students study the synthesis, structure 
and function of nucleic acids and proteins as key molecules in cellular processes. At this molecular level, 
students study the human immune system and the interactions between its components to provide immunity 
to a specific antigen. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How do cellular processes work? - students focus on the cell as a complex chemical system. They 

examine the chemical nature of the plasma membrane to compare how hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
substances move across it. They examine how reactions, including photosynthesis and cellular respiration, 
are made up of many steps that are controlled by enzymes and assisted by coenzymes. Students explain 
the mode of action of enzymes and the role of coenzymes in the reactions of the cell and investigate the 
factors that affect the rate of cellular reactions. 

• How do cells communicate? - students focus on how cells receive specific signals that elicit a particular 
response. Students apply the stimulus-response model to the cell in terms of the types of signals, the 
position of receptors, and the transduction of the information across the cell to an effector that then initiates 
a response.  

 
Unit 4: How does life change and respond to challenges over time? 
In this unit students consider the continual change and challenges to which life on Earth has been subjected. 
They investigate the relatedness between species and the impact of various change events on a population’s 
gene pool. The accumulation of changes over time is considered as a mechanism for biological evolution by 
natural selection that leads to the rise of new species. 
  
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How are species related? - students focus on changes to genetic material over time and the evidence 

for biological evolution. They investigate how changes to genetic material lead to new species through the 
process of natural selection as a mechanism for evolution. Students examine how evolutionary biology 
and the relatedness of species is based upon the accumulation of evidence. 

• How do humans impact on biological processes? - students examine the impact of human culture and 
technological applications on biological processes. They apply their knowledge of the structure and 
function of the DNA molecule to examine how molecular tools and techniques can be used to manipulate 
the molecule for a particular purpose.  

• Practical investigation - a student-designed or adapted investigation related to cellular processes and/or 
biological change and continuity over time is undertaken in either Unit 3 or Unit 4, or across both Units 3 
and 4.  

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year examination, which will 
contribute 60% to the study score. 
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CHEMISTRY 
Unit 1: How can the diversity of materials be explained? 
The development and use of materials for specific purposes is an 
important human endeavour. In this unit students investigate the 
chemical properties of a range of materials from metals and salts to 
polymers and nanomaterials. Students explore the relationships 
between properties, structure and bonding forces within and 
between particles that vary in size from the visible, through 
nanoparticles, to molecules and atoms.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How can knowledge of elements explain the properties of 

matter? - in this area of study students focus on the nature of 
chemical elements, their atomic structure and their place in the 
periodic table. They review how the model of the atom has 
changed over time and consider how spectral evidence led to 
the Bohr model and subsequently to the Schrödinger model.  

• How can the versatility of non-metals be explained? - 
students investigate the relationship between the electronic 
configurations of non-metallic atoms and the resultant structures 
and properties of a range of molecular substances and covalent 
lattices.  

• Research investigation - in this area of study students apply 
and extend their knowledge and skills developed in Area of 
Study 1 and/or Area of Study 2 to investigate a selected question 
related to materials.  

 
Unit 2: What makes water such a unique chemical? 
Water is the most widely used solvent on Earth. In this unit students 
explore the physical and chemical properties of water, the reactions 
that occur in water and various methods of water analysis.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How do substances interact with water? - in this area of study 

students focus on the properties of water and the reactions that 
take place in water including acid-base and redox reactions.  

• How are substances in water measured and analysed? - in 
this area of study students 
focus on the use of 
analytical techniques, both 
in the laboratory and in the 
field, to measure the 
solubility and concentrations 
of solutes in water, and to 
analyse water samples for 
various solutes including 
chemical contaminants.  

• Practical investigation - 
substances that are 
dissolved in water supplies 
may be beneficial or 
harmful, and sometimes 
toxic, to humans and other 
living organisms.  

  

 
Throughout the subject of Chemistry 
students investigate the three 
necessary resources for Life that God 
has provided in creation; water, energy 
and food. The opportunity to look at 
the world around us through the lens 
of Chemistry allows students to gain 
an appreciation for how everything 
works in a way that is not accidental. 
There are also many opportunities for 
students to discuss the environmental 
impact of various reactions and 
consider how Christians should be 
stewards of the earth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
Students must have completed 
Science at Year 10 level.  
 
VCE Chemistry is not a subject 
available for acceleration. 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: How can chemical processes be designed to optimise efficiency? 
The global demand for energy and materials is increasing with world population growth. In this unit students 
explore energy options and the chemical production of materials with reference to efficiencies, renewability 
and the minimisation of their impact on the environment. Students compare and evaluate different chemical 
energy resources, including fossil fuels, biofuels, galvanic cells and fuel cells.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• What are the options for energy production? - in this area of study students focus on analysing and 

comparing a range of energy resources and technologies, including fossil fuels, biofuels, galvanic cells 
and fuel cells, with reference to the energy transformations and chemical reactions involved, energy 
efficiencies, environmental impacts and potential applications.  

• How can the yield of a chemical product be optimized? - in this area of study students explore the 
factors that increase the efficiency and percentage yield of a chemical manufacturing process while 
reducing the energy demand and associated costs.  

 
Unit 4: How are organic compounds categorised, analysed and used? 
The carbon atom has unique characteristics that explain the diversity and number of organic compounds that 
not only constitute living tissues but are also found in the fuels, foods, medicines and many of the materials 
we use in everyday life. In this unit students investigate the structural features, bonding, typical reactions and 
uses of the major families of organic compounds including those found in food.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How can the diversity of carbon compounds be explained and categorized? - in this area of study 

students explore why such a vast range of carbon compounds is possible. They examine the structural 
features of members of several homologous series of compounds, including some of the simpler structural 
isomers, and learn how they are represented and named. 

• What is the chemistry of food? - food contains various organic compounds that are the source of both 
the energy and the raw materials that the human body needs for growth and repair.  

• Practical investigation - the investigation requires the student to identify an aim, develop a question, 
formulate a hypothesis and plan a course of action to answer the question and that complies with 
safety and ethical requirements. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year examination, which will 
contribute 60% to the study score. 
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CHINESE LANGUAGE, CULTURE & SOCIETY   
Unit 1 
In this unit students focus on important aspects of life in 
modern China. They explore the tradition of filial piety and 
examine and explore the impact of generational change in 
families as well as analysing the schooling system to consider 
and reflect on cultural values in China. Students develop their 
reading and comprehension skills in Chinese and produce 
texts and exchange information using appropriate vocabulary 
and expressions. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Family and education in China - in this area of study 

students focus on the concept of the family and aspects of the 
contemporary education system in modern China.  

• Listening and speaking in Chinese - in this area of study 
students develop their capacity to interact in Chinese in social 
settings and share personal information and experiences with 
others.  

• Reading and writing in Chinese - this area of study focuses 
on developing the student’s ability to read short texts on 
aspects of the family in Chinese-speaking communities and 
the education system in China.  
 

 
Unit 2 
In this unit students focus on the importance of myths, legends 
and Chinese art. Aspects of Chinese culture are explored 
through Chinese mythology as reflected through 
contemporary culture. This unit also focuses on developing 
the students’ capacity to interact in spoken Chinese. Students 
are also given opportunities to write appropriately for context 
and situation. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Myths, legends and art of China - in this area of study 

students are introduced to Chinese mythology and legends 
and Chinese art. Students are introduced to Chinese 
mythology evident in contemporary culture, including the 
dragon symbol and the importance of Chinese New Year and 
the Lantern festival.  

• Listening and speaking in Chinese - in this area of study 
students develop the capacity to interact in Chinese in order 
to make arrangements and collaborate with others. 

• Reading and writing in Chinese - this area of study focuses 
on developing students’ ability to read short texts on features 
of Chinese geography and regional differences in China.  

A person’s language is very close to 
their heart, whilst their culture guides 
the lens through which they see, 
evaluate, and think about the world. To 
speak someone else’s language and 
respectfully understand their culture is 
to honour them and their part of the 
world. It is a way of being Christ to 
them.  

Our students live in a community in 
which people speak more than one 
language and represent more than 
one culture. Through this study, 
students have the opportunity to better 
understand the Chinese language and 
culture in order to more effectively love 
their neighbour and reflect Christ 
through their demonstrations of grace 
and understanding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for Units 1, 
2 & 3, although a study of Mandarin 
throughout a student’s secondary 
years is an advantage. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3 
In this unit students investigate and examine significant and influential 
schools of thought throughout Chinese history and their impact on 
contemporary culture in China. Students explore and discuss in English 
the significance of Chinese philosophy and concepts related to 
contemporary Chinese culture and Chinese-speaking communities. 
Students produce simple texts using their knowledge to infer meaning 
from linguistic and contextual features of various sources. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Chinese culture and philosophy – students are introduced to two 

of the following three Chinese philosophies: Confucianism, Daoism 
and Buddhism. They investigate the influence of two of these 
schools of thought on contemporary culture in China. Students 
investigate the concept of Guanxi in Chinese culture and examine 
sources in English to gain an understanding of the principles on 
which this concept is based. They will also consider the influence of 
this concept on life in contemporary Chinese-speaking communities.  

• Listening and speaking in Chinese – students interact in spoke 
Chinese and present and comment on factual information. They vary 
their level of formality when speaking with people of different ages and positions. They access information 
about leisure and lifestyle activities from a range of spoken texts and use evidence to support their ideas 
and opinions. 

• Reading and writing in Chinese – students develop their ability to read short texts on features of 
contemporary Chinese lifestyle and cultural characteristics. They use material found in these sources to 
create texts in characters. Students produce a piece of writing in Chinese on this theme.  

 
Unit 4 
This unit focuses on an exploration of contemporary Chinese social values through aspects of change in 
China as well as through China’s role in the global economy. Students investigate technological, social and 
political change in China. They reflect upon their own and others’ cultural values and further develop the 
capacity to interact with other speakers of the language. Information is also accessed through a range of 
spoken texts on the world of work and there is an emphasis on conveying meaning accurately in spoken 
Chinese. Students also further develop their writing skills in the area of future employment.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Modern China – focuses on exploring contemporary Chinese social values. Students consider one of the 

following aspects of life in China: technological change, social and political change and the role of China 
in the global economy. Students will use the prescribed texts as the basis of their study, but may also use 
texts from outside the prescribed list in this area of study. 

• Listening and speaking in Chinese – students develop their capacity to interact in spoken Chinese and 
present and comment on factual information. They explore the world of work for young people in China. 
Students access information from a range of spoken texts and use evidence to support their ideas and 
opinions. 

• Reading and writing in Chinese – students develop their 
ability to read short texts in Chinese on balancing study, 
leisure and work, gaining employment and occupations of 
the future. They use material found in these sources to 
create texts using characters. Students produce a piece of 
writing in Chinese on this theme.  

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
Units 3 & 4 will be examined externally with an oral and a 
written examination, contributing 15% and 35% respectively to 
the final study score. 
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COMPUTING & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Unit 1: Computing 
In this unit students focus on how data, information and 
networked digital systems can be used to meet a range of users’ 
current and future needs.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Graphic and Data - in this area of study students conduct an 

investigation into an issue, practice or event and through the 
systematic collection, interpretation and manipulation of 
primary data they create a graphic solution, such as an 
infographic, that represents their findings. 

• Networks - in this area of study students investigate how 
networks with wireless capability allow data and information to 
be exchanged locally and within the global environment.  

• Collaboration and Communication - in this area of study 
students examine how the use of particular information 
systems within specified contexts can cause tensions and 
conflicts between different stakeholders.  

 
 

Unit 2: Computing 
In this unit students focus on data and how the application of 
computational, design and systems thinking skills support the 
creation of solutions that automate the processing of data. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Programming - in this area of study students focus on using 

a programming or scripting language that can support object-
oriented programming to create working software modules.  

• Data Analysis and Visualisation - in this area of study 
students learn to use software tools to access, select and, 
where appropriate, manipulate authentic data from large data 
repositories, and to present the key aspects of the data in an 
appropriate visual form. 

• Data Management - in this area of study students are 
introduced to the structure of databases and their applicability 
in a range of settings. Databases underpin many applications 
such as borrowing and booking systems, medical records and 
social media websites.  

  

Tim Challies, in his book The Next 
Story, defines technology as “the 
creative activity of using tools to 
transform God’s creation for 
practical purposes”. Throughout the 
subject Computing and Informatics, 
students are encouraged to 
reflect their Creator by working on 
tasks designed to meet the needs 
of a group. Students learn how to 
use technology to assist others and 
create solutions to problems. 
Students are also taught about 
ethical issues that arise with the use 
of ICT and how they can effectively 
shape their understanding of our 
culture from a Christian 
perspective.  Students also look at 
the technology through a Christian 
perspective, to enter this computer 
age society with confidence, but 
with discernment. An awareness 
needs to be developed around how 
to use information and information 
technology in a responsible manner 
and for God’s glory.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for Units 1, 
2 & 3. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Software Development 
In this unit students apply the problem-solving methodology to develop working software modules using a 
programming language. Students develop an understanding of the analysis, design and development stages 
of the problem-solving methodology. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Programming language – students respond to teacher-provided solution requirements and designs and 

develop a set of working modules through the use of a programming language. Students examine a simple 
software requirements specification and arrange of software design tools in order to apply specific 
processing features of a programming language to create working modules. 

• Unified modelling languages and design tools – students analyse a need or opportunity, select an 
appropriate development model, prepare a project plan, develop software requirements specification and 
design a software solution. 

 
Unit 4: Software Development 
In this unit students focus on how the information needs of individuals and organisations are met through the 
creation of software solutions. They consider the risks to software and data during the software development 
process, as well as throughout the use of the software solution by an organisation. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Programming language – students apply the problem-solving stages of development and evaluation to 

develop their preferred design prepared in Unit 3, Area of Study 2, into a software solution and evaluate 
the solution, chosen development model and project plan. 

• Evaluating practices – students examine the security practices of an organization and the risks to 
software and data during the development and use of the software solutions. Students evaluate the current 
security practices and develop a risk management plan.  

 
During Units 3 & 4, students will be required to both study and use: 

• An appropriate programming language 
• Unified Modelling Language (UML) 
• An appropriate too for documenting project plans 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
Units 3 & 4 will be examined externally with the examination contributing 50% to the study score.  
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ENGLISH 
The aim in the study of English is to ensure that all students are 
able to critically assess and evaluate issues inherent in an 
increasingly complex society.   This study aims to enable students 
to develop their critical understanding and control of the English 
language in order to make informed judgements and choices, 
articulate reasons for accepting a Christian lifestyle, and more 
importantly, to be able to defend their convictions.   
 
Unit 1 
In this unit, students read and respond to texts analytically and 
creatively. They analyse arguments and the use of persuasive 
language in texts and create their own texts intended to position 
audiences. Students develop their skills in creating written, spoken 
and multimodal texts. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Reading and creating texts - in this area of study students 

explore how meaning is created in a text. Students identify, 
discuss and analyse decisions authors have made. They 
explore how authors use structures, conventions and language 
to represent characters, settings, events, explore themes, and 
build the world of the text for the reader.  

• Analysing and presenting argument - in this area of study 
students focus on the analysis and construction of texts that 
attempt to influence an audience. Students read a range of texts 
that attempt to position audiences in a variety of ways. They 
explore the use of language for persuasive effect and the 
structure and presentation of argument.  

 
 

Unit 2 
In this unit students compare the presentation of ideas, issues and 
themes in texts. They analyse arguments presented and the use of 
persuasive language in texts and create their own texts intended to 
position audiences. Students develop their skills in creating written, 
spoken and multimodal texts. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Reading and comparing texts - in this area of study students 

explore how comparing texts can provide a deeper 
understanding of ideas, issues and themes. They investigate 
how the reader’s understanding of one text is broadened and 
deepened when considered in relation to another text.  

• Analysing and presenting argument - in this area of study 
students build on their understanding of argument and the use 
of persuasive language in texts that attempt to influence an 
audience. Students consider a range of texts where the primary 
purpose is to convince an audience to share a point of view.  

 
  

We see the study of language within 
the Biblical worldview, and aim to 
develop an appreciation for God’s 
gift of language.  We aim to develop 
in students the responsibility to use 
language wisely and precisely. C.S 
Lewis once stated, ''I believe in 
Christianity as I believe that the sun 
has risen: not only because I see it, 
but because by it I see everything 
else.' Throughout the English 
curriculum, students are 
encouraged to be thinking and 
comparing the choices humans 
make, both in real life and through 
fictional characterisation, comparing 
their understanding of the ways of 
the Hebraic-Christian God and 
reflecting their own thought in the 
production of their 
developed creative 'texts'. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
Three sequences of English is 
compulsory for VCE attainment. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3 
In this unit students read and respond to texts analytically and creatively. They analyse arguments and the 
use of persuasive language in texts.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Reading and creating texts - in this area of study students identify, discuss and analyse how the features 

of selected texts create meaning and how they influence interpretation. In identifying and analysing explicit 
and implied ideas and values in texts, students examine the ways in which readers are invited to respond 
to texts.  

• Analysing argument - in this area of study students analyse and compare the use of argument and 
language in texts that debate a topical issue. The texts must have appeared in the media since 1 
September of the previous year. Students read and view media texts in a variety of forms, including print, 
non-print and multimodal, and develop their understanding of the way in which language and argument 
complement one another in positioning the reader.  

 

AREAS OF STUDY (EAL students only) 
• Listening to texts - in this area of study students develop and refine their listening skills. They listen to a 

range of spoken texts and use active listening strategies to understand information, ideas and opinions 
presented in texts. Listening skills are developed in the context of Areas of Study 1 and 2 and specific 
speaking and listening activities. Students develop skills to understand spoken texts on a literal and 
inferential level, demonstrating an understanding of how spoken texts construct meaning for a variety of 
listeners. This understanding includes the relationship between the speaker/s and their audience, the 
purpose of the spoken text and the speaker’s views and attitudes and how these affect the structure and 
language of the spoken text. Spoken texts refer to texts from a range of contexts, such as conversations, 
narratives, speeches, interviews, lectures, radio. Some spoken texts may be supported by written or visual 
material, such as television news reports. Students use information about the context to support their 
understanding of the spoken text. Students demonstrate their understanding through a range of spoken, 
written and visual forms, including class discussion, note-taking, graphic organisers and responses to 
short-answer questions. 

 
 

Unit 4 
In this unit students compare the presentation of ideas, issues and themes in texts. They create an oral 
presentation intended to position audiences about an issue currently debated in the media.  
  
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Reading and comparing texts - in this area of study students explore the meaningful connections 

between two texts. They analyse texts, including the interplay between character and setting, voice and 
structure, and how ideas, issues and themes are conveyed. By comparing the texts, they gain a deeper 
understanding of the ideas, issues and themes that reflect the world and human experiences. 

• Presenting argument - in this area of study students build their understanding of both the analysis and 
construction of texts that attempt to influence audiences.  

• Creating and Responding - the focus in this area of study is on reading and writing and their 
interconnection.  Students will read selected texts in order to identify, discuss and analyse ideas and/or 
arguments associated with the selected Context. They will reflect on the ideas and/or arguments 
suggested by these texts, explore the relationship between purpose, form, audience and language, and 
examine the choices made by authors in order to construct meaning.  

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION  
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year examination, which will 
contribute 50% to the final study score.  
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FOOD STUDIES 
Unit 1: Food Origins 
This unit focuses on food from historical and cultural perspectives. 
Students investigate the origins and roles of food through time and 
across the world. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Food around the world – students explore how humanity has 

historically sourced its food, examining the general progression 
from hunter-gatherer to rural based agriculture, to today’s urban 
living and global trade in food.  

• Food in Australia – students consider the development of 
particular food-producing regions of the world, with a major 
focus on Australia, in particular indigenous foods prior to 
European settlement and how food patterns have changed 
since, particularly through the influence of Australia’s culinary 
identity today and reflected on the concept of Australian 
cuisine. They consider the influence of technology and 
globalization on food patterns. 

 
 
Unit 2: Food makers 
In this unit students investigate food systems in contemporary 
Australia. Students gain insight into the significance of food industries 
to the Australian economy and investigate the capacity of industry to 
provide safe, high-quality food that meets the needs of consumers. 
Students use practical skills and knowledge to produce dishes 
suitable for domestic and commercial settings.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Food industries – focuses on commercial food production 

industries, encompassing primary production and food 
processing and manufacturing, and the retail and food service 
sectors. 

• Food in the home – focuses on food production in small-scale 
domestic settings, as both a comparison and complement to 
commercial production. 

Christian Perspective 

God is our provider and sets the 
model in the bible that we should 
look after our bodies in terms of 
what we eat. Students will be 
encouraged to prepare food safely 
and hygienically and to be good 
stewards of the resources 
provided. Students use the design 
process, and problem-solving skills 
to develop food products to suit 
specific needs, and to come up with 
creative solutions. In this process, 
they will need to develop 
independence and work co-
operatively with their peers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for  
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
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Unit 3: Food in daily life 
This unit investigates the many roles and everyday influences of food. Area of Study 1 explores the science 
of food: our physical need for it and how it nourishes and sometimes harms our bodies. Students investigate 
the physiology of eating and appreciating food, and the microbiology of digestion. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• The science of food - in this area of study students focus on the science of food. They investigate the 

physiology of eating and microbiology of digesting, and the absorption and utilisation of macronutrients 
• Food choice, health and wellbeing - in this area of study students focus on patterns of eating in Australia 

and the influences on the food we eat. Students look at relationships between social factors and food 
access and choice, as well as the social and emotional roles of food in shaping and expressing identity, 
and how food may link to psychological factors.  

 
Unit 4: Food issues, challenges and futures  
In this unit students examine debates about global and Australian food 
systems. Area of Study 1 focuses on issues about the environment, 
ecology, ethics, farming practices, the development and application of 
technologies, and the challenges of food security, food safety, food 
wastage, and the use and management of water and land. This unit 
provides students with the opportunity to investigate the most 
appropriate tools and equipment to produce optimum results, 
including the latest developments in food technology.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Environment and ethics - in this area of study students 

address debates concerning Australian and global food 
systems, relating to issues on the environment, ethics, 
technologies, food access, food safety, and the use of 
agricultural resources. 

• Navigating food information - in this area of study students 
focus on food information and misinformation and the 
development of food knowledge, skills and habits. Students 
learn to assess information and draw evidence-based 
conclusions to navigate contemporary food fads, trends and 
diets. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year examination, which will 
contribute 40% to the study score. 
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HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Unit 1: Understanding health and wellbeing 
This unit looks at health and wellbeing as a concept with varied 
and evolving perspectives and definitions. It takes the view that 
health and wellbeing are subject to a wide range of contexts and 
interpretations, with different meanings for different people. 
Wellbeing is a complex combination of all dimensions of health, 
characterised by an equilibrium in which the individual feels happy, 
healthy, capable and engaged. Students look at multiple 
dimensions of health and wellbeing, the complex interplay of 
influences on health and wellbeing and the indicators used to 
measure and evaluate health status. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Health perspectives and influences – this area of study takes 

a broad, multidimensional approach to health and wellbeing. 
Such an approach acknowledges that defining and measuring 
these concepts is complicated by a diversity of social and 
cultural contexts. Students consider the influence of age, 
culture, religion, gender and socioeconomic status on 
perceptions of and priorities relating to health and wellbeing. 

• Health and nutrition – explores food and nutrition as 
foundations for good health and wellbeing. Students investigate 
the roles and sources of major nutrients and the use of food 
selection models and other tools to promote healthy eating. 
They look at the health and wellbeing consequences of dietary 
imbalance, especially for youth, and consider the social, cultural 
and political factors that influence the food practices of and food 
choices made by youth. 

• Youth health and wellbeing – students focus on the health 
and wellbeing of Australia’s youth, and conduct independent 
research into a selected area of interest. Students identify 
major health inequalities among Australia’s youth and 
reflect on the causes.  

 
Unit 2: Managing health and development  
This unit investigates transitions in health and wellbeing, and 
development, from lifespan and societal perspectives. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Development transitions – examines the developmental 

transitions from youth to adulthood, with a focus on expected 
changes, significant decisions, and protective factors, including 
behaviours.. 

• Health care in Australia – investigates the health system in 
Australia. Students research the range of health services in 
their communities and suggest how to improve health and 
wellbeing outcomes and health literacy in Australia. They 
explore a range of issues associated with the use of new and 
emerging health procedures and technologies such as 
reproductive technologies, artificial intelligence, robotics, 
nanotechnology, three-dimensional printing of body parts and 
use of stem cells.  

 
  

Throughout this unit students are 
reminded about God’s orderly design 
in creation. They focus on the different 
aspects of health, including Spiritual 
health, and their interactions, helping 
them to realise that we live in a fallen 
and imperfect world where sickness 
does exist, due to both internal and 
external factors. This unit helps 
students consider the holistic nature of 
humans and their likeness to God. 
Overall, students should be left with a 
sense of wonder at how incredible our 
health and development is. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for 
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Australia’s health in a globalised world 
This unit looks at health, wellbeing and illness as multidimensional, dynamic and subject to different 
interpretations and contexts. Students look at the fundamental conditions required for health improvement, 
as stated by the WHO. They look at various public health approaches and the interdependence of different 
models as they research health improvements and evaluate successful programs.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Understanding health and wellbeing – explores health and wellbeing and illness as complex, dynamic 

and subjective concepts. Students inquire into the WHO’s prerequisites for health and wellbeing and reflect 
on both the university of public health goals and the increasing influence of global conditions on 
Australians. Students develop their understanding of the indicators used to measure and evaluate health 
status, and the factors that contribute to variations between population groups in Australia. 

• Promoting health and wellbeing – examines the different approaches to public health over time, with an 
emphasis on changes and strategies that have succeeded in improving health and wellbing. Students 
investigate the Australian health system and its role in promoting health and wellbeing. 

 
 
Unit 4: Health and human development in a global context 
This unit examines health and wellbeing, and human development in a global context. Students build their 
understanding of health in a global context through examining changes in burden of disease over time and 
studying the key concepts of sustainability and human development. They consider the health implications of 
increased globalisation and worldwide trends relating to climate change, digital technologies, world trade and 
the mass movement of people.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Health and wellbeing in a global context – looks at similarities and differences in major burdens of 

disease in low, middle and high income countries, including Australia. Students investigate a range of 
factors that contribute to health inequalities and study the concepts of sustainability, human development 
and the Human Development Index to further their understanding of health in a global context. . 

• Health and the Sustainable Development Goals – looks at action for promoting health globally. It looks 
at the rationale, objectives and interdependence of the UN’s SDG’s, focusing on their promotion of health 
and wellbeing and human development. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year examination, which will 
contribute 50% to the study score. The examination will consist of short answer question.
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HISTORY 
Unit 1: Twentieth Century History  
(1918-1939) 
In Unit 1 students explore the nature of political, social and cultural 
change in the period between the wars. As new regimes emerged, 
many Europeans experienced immense optimism, but this 
sentiment was soon overshadowed by autocratic leaders and a 
second major world conflict.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Ideology and conflict - students examine the rise of political 

leaders and extreme ideologies following World War One, 
particularly in Germany. They consider the significant influences 
and events which led to the rise of Nazism and the Second World 
War. 

• Social and cultural conflict - students explore the impact of new 
regimes upon the lives of ordinary citizens. They consider the 
impact of social and cultural change on various groups in society, 
such as women, Jews, workers and youth.  

 
Unit 2: Twentieth Century History  
(1945-2000) 
In Unit 2 students explore the nature and impact of the Cold War 
and challenges and changes to existing political, economic and 
social arrangements in the second half of the twentieth century. The 
second half of the twentieth century also saw the rise of social 
movements that challenged existing values and traditions, such as 
the civil rights movement, feminism and environmental movements. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Competing ideologies -  students focus on causes and 

consequences of the Cold War; the competing ideologies that 
underpinned events, the effects on people, groups and nations, 
and the reasons for the end of this sustained period of ideological 
conflict. 

• Challenge and change - students consider the nature of political 
and social change through a depth study of the American Civil 
Rights Movement and the rise of Feminism in Western nations. 
They will consider how marginalized groups of society began to 
asset their independence and take a stand for equality. 

 

“God is not only in control; he is 
directing matters according to the 
goodness and graciousness of his 
character” – Erickson 
 
History gives teachers the opportunity 
to connect students with God’s 
narrative and bring to light their unique 
participation in God’s plan. For most of 
the twentieth century the subject of 
History has been scrutinised for its 
reliability across many philosophical, 
scientific and theological disciplines. 
Religions like Buddhism detach 
themselves from history and hold to a 
cyclical view of existence.  Humanists 
and scientists alike, enjoy a 
‘consummation’ view of history where 
civilisation is responsible for, and is 
the ‘master’ of, their own 
destiny.  Christians acknowledge the 
vital role individuals can play in 
resisting oppression and promoting 
justice. However, ultimately we serve a 
God who is sovereign over history and 
will bring all things to completion 
through Jesus Christ. By developing 
critical thinking skills and seeing 
events from multiple perspectives, 
students are better equipped to 
understand and apply the scriptures to 
a modern context. We recongise that 
some leaders have drastically 
misinterpreted the scriptures in order 
to exploit it for their own ends, as 
such, we hope to avoid such mistakes 
and apply Biblical wisdom to all 
situations.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for Units 
1, 2 & 3. 

Christian Perspective 
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Units 3 & 4: Revolutions 
Revolutions provides a framework in which to explore the causes and consequences of the Russian 
Revolution (1917) and the Chinese Revolution (1949). As political revolutions involve a violent break with the 
past by destroying the old regime (government), both the Soviet Union and China were radically transformed. 
New regimes were characterised by utopian visions and brutally oppressive methods, which had significant 
consequences for ordinary citizens.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Causes of revolution - students analyse the long-term causes and short-term triggers of revolution. They 

evaluate how revolutionary outbreaks are caused by the interplay of significant events, ideas, individuals 
and popular movements and assess how these were directly or indirectly influenced by the social, political, 
economic and cultural conditions. Students analyse significant events and evaluate how particular 
conditions profoundly influenced and contributed to the outbreak of revolution.  

•  Consequences of revolution - students analyse the consequences of the revolution and evaluate the 
extent to which it brought change to society. The success of the revolution was not inevitable; therefore, 
students analyse the significant challenges that confronted the new regime after the initial outbreak of 
revolution. Furthermore, they evaluate the success of the new regime’s responses to these challenges 
and the extent to which the consequences of revolution resulted in dramatic and wide reaching social, 
political, economic and cultural change, progress or decline. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
Students will be required to complete a 2 hour externally set examination which contributes 50% to the final 
assessment. 
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LEGAL STUDIES 
Unit 1: Guilt and liability 
In this unit students develop an understanding of legal foundations, 
such as the different types and sources of law and the existence of 
a court hierarchy in Victoria. Students investigate key concepts of 
criminal law and civil law and apply these to actual and/or 
hypothetical scenarios to determine whether an accused may be 
found guilty of a crime, or liable in a civil dispute.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Legal foundations – this area of study provides students with 

foundational knowledge of laws and the Australian legal system. 
Students explore the role of individuals, laws and the legal 
system in achieving social cohesion and protecting the rights of 
individuals. Students consider the characteristics of an effective 
law, and sources and types of law.  

• The presumption of innocence – the presumption of 
innocence is the fundamental principle of criminal law and 
provides a guarantee that an accused is presumed innocent until 
proven guilty beyond reasonable doubt. In this area of study 
students develop an understanding of key concepts in criminal 
law and types of crime, and investigate two criminal offences in 
detail. 

• Civil liability – civil law aims to protect the rights of individuals, 
groups and organisations, and provides opportunities for a 
wronged party to seek redress for a breach of civil law. In this 
area of study students develop an understanding of key 
concepts in civil law and investigate two areas of civil law in 
detail. 

 
Unit 2: Sanctions, remedies and rights 
Criminal law and civil law aim to protect the rights of individuals. 
When rights are infringed, a case or dispute may arise which needs 
to be determined or resolved, and sanctions or remedies may be 
imposed. This unit focuses on the enforcement of criminal law and 
civil law, the methods and institutions that may be used to 
determine a criminal case or resolve a civil dispute, and the 
purposes and types of sanctions and remedies and their 
effectiveness. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Sanctions - the criminal justice system determines the guilt or 

otherwise of an accused, and imposes sanctions on a guilty 
person. In this area of study students investigate key concepts 
in the determination of a criminal case, including the institutions 
that enforce criminal law, and the purposes and types of 
sanctions and approaches to sentencing. 

• Remedies - remedies may be available to a wronged party 
where there has been a breach of civil law. In this area of study 
students develop an appreciation of key concepts in the 
resolution of a civil case, including the methods used and 
institutions available to resolve disputes, and the purposes and 
types of remedies. 

• Rights - the protection of rights is fundamental to a democratic 
society. Rights are protected in Australia through the Australian 
Constitution, the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and 
Responsibilities and through common law and statute law.  

Christian Perspective 

Central themes for God’s kingdom 
are that of truth and justice. Through 
Legal Studies students will explore 
how our legal system facilitates and 
acts as an avenue for justice. 
Students will have the opportunity to 
respond to the premise that they are 
agents of truth and fairness, and 
what it means for them to allow 
(through inaction or apathy) injustice 
to occur.  Isaiah 1:17 says “Learn to 
do right, seek justice. Defend the 
oppressed. Take up the cause of 
the fatherless; plead the case of the 
widow.” Student are challenged to 
analyse what this verse means in 
contemporary society. How has God 
called us to act within His Kingdom? 
What is fair and right and true 
according to His Word? 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for  
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
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Unit 3: Rights and justice 
The Victorian justice system, which includes the criminal and civil justice systems, aims to protect the rights 
of individuals and uphold the principles of justice: fairness, equality and access. In this unit students examine 
the methods and institutions in the justice system and consider their appropriateness in determining criminal 
cases and resolving civil disputes. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• The Victorian criminal justice system – the Victorian criminal justice system is used to determine 

whether an accused person is guilty beyond reasonable doubt of an offence for which they are charged, 
and to impose sanctions where guilt has been found or pleaded. The system involves a range of institutions 
to assist an accused. In this area of study students explore the criminal justice system, its range of 
personnel and institutions and the various means it uses to determine a criminal case. Students investigate 
the rights of the accused and of victims, and explore the purposes and types of sanctions and sentencing 
considerations.  

• The Victorian civil justice system – the Victorian civil justice system aims to restore a wronged party to 
the position they were originally in before the breach of civil law occurred. The system involves a range of 
institutions to resolve a civil dispute, including courts (the Magistrates’ Court, County Court and Supreme 
Court), complaints bodies and tribunals.  

 
Unit 4: The people and the law 
The study of Australia’s laws and legal system involves an understanding of institutions that make and reform 
our laws, and the relationship between the Australian people, the Australian Constitution and law-making 
bodies. In this unit, students explore how the Australian Constitution establishes the law-making powers of 
the Commonwealth and state parliaments, and protects the Australian people through structures that act as 
a check on parliament in law-making. Students develop an understanding of the significance of the High Court 
in protecting and interpreting the Australian Constitution. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• The people and the Australian Constitution - the Australian Constitution 

establishes Australia’s parliamentary system and provides mechanisms to 
ensure that parliament does not make laws beyond its powers. In this area 
of study students examine the relationship between the Australian people 
and the Australian Constitution and the ways in which the Australian 
Constitution acts as a check on parliament in law-making. 

• The people, the parliament and the courts - parliament is the supreme 
law-making body, and courts have a complementary role to parliament in 
making laws. Courts can make laws through the doctrine of precedent and 
through statutory interpretation when determining cases. In this area of 
study students investigate factors that affect the ability of parliament and 
courts to make law.  

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
The end of year examination, which will contribute 50% to the final 
assessment, will also assess the level of achievement for Units 3 & 4. 
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MATHEMATICS 
GENERAL INFORMATION  
Units 1 & 2 
• Foundation Mathematics 
• General Mathematics 
• Mathematical Methods 

 
Units 3 & 4 
• Further Mathematics 
• Mathematical Methods 
• Specialist Mathematics 

 
MATHEMATICS STRUCTURE 
A student may choose ONE of the following options (in Year 11) 
(a)  General Mathematics only 
(b)  General Mathematics along with Mathematical Methods 
(c)  Mathematical Methods only 
(d)  Mathematical Methods and Further Mathematics 
 
A student may choose ONE of the following options (in Year 12) 
(a)  Further Mathematics only 
(b)  Further Mathematics along with Mathematical Methods 
(c)  Mathematical Methods 
(d)  Mathematical Methods along with Specialist Mathematics 
 
 
TERMS OF ENTRY and PREREQUISITES 
Units 3 & 4 of a study are to be taken in sequence. 
• Enrolment in Specialist Mathematics Units 3 & 4 assumes a 

current enrolment in, or previous completion of Mathematical 
Methods Units 3 & 4. 

• To ensure that students are undertaking the most appropriate 
Mathematics course, the Faculty has arrived at the following 
progression requirements. Students who fall short of the 
requirement by a few marks will be treated on a case by case 
basis. The school reserves the right to test any student as it 
deems necessary to ascertain their suitability for a particular 
Mathematics course. 

 
  

Christian schools should have the 
goal of teaching all subjects as 
part of an integrated whole with the 
Scriptures at the centre. Included in 
these subjects is Mathematics. In no 
way should Christians believe the lie 
that, though history, literature, 
science, and other subjects can be 
successfully integrated with the 
Christian worldview, Mathematics is 
somehow worldview neutral.  On the 
contrary, Mathematics is a very 
theological science, being an 
expression of the numeric aspect 
of God’s character and of the logic 
that is in Him. Mathematics seeks to 
discover, examine and apply those 
fundamental laws by which God 
gives order to his creation. 
 
BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW 
STATEMENTS ON MATHEMATICS 
 
A biblical worldview of Maths should 
recognize that: 
. . . Mathematics is given by God 
and discovered by man; it is not 
man made (Col. 1:17, Prov. 2:6). 
. . . Mathematics has its origin in 
God’s unchanging, orderly, 
beautiful, triune nature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no VCAA 
prerequisites for 
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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VCE MATHEMATICS PROGRESSION AND MINIMAL REQUIREMENTS  
The marks below may be taken from either the Overall Weighted Percentage mark as shown on the 
Semester Report or the Semester Examination mark, whichever is higher. 
 
Unit 1 & 2 Foundation Mathematics 
• Minimum prerequisite – Year 9 Mathematics 
 
Unit 1 & 2 General Mathematics 
• Minimum requirement – completion of Year 10 Mathematics (excluding Foundation Mathematics) 

 
Unit 1 & 2 Mathematical Methods 

• Automatic Entry – at least 50% in Year 10 Pre-Methods and 85% in Pre-General 
 
Unit 3 & 4 Further Mathematics 
• Minimum requirement for Year 12 Students - 50% in Units 1 & 2 General Mathematics or previous 

enrolment in Units 1 & 2 Mathematical Methods 
 
Unit 3 & 4 Mathematical Methods 
• Minimum requirement - 50% in Unit 1 & 2 Mathematical Methods. If accelerating in this subject, a 

minimum requirement of 65% must be achieved in Unit 1 & 2 Methods 
 

Unit 3 & 4 Specialist Mathematics 
• Minimum Recommendation – 80% in Unit 1 & 2 Mathematical Methods or prior completion of Units 3 & 4 

Methods with an average of at least 70%  
 
UNITS 1 & 2 
The assessment of levels of achievement in Units 1 & 2 are a matter for school decision. Assessment 
of levels of achievement of these units will not be reported to the VCAA.  However, the school will report 
levels of achievement using grades and descriptive statements in the end of Semester reports. 
 
UNITS 3 & 4 
The Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority will supervise the assessment of all students undertaking 
Units 3 & 4. The student’s level of achievement will be assessed through school-assessed course work 
and examinations as follows: 
 
Further Mathematics: 
• Unit 3 & 4 School Assessed Coursework - 34% 
• Units 3 & 4 Examination 1 (Facts, skills and applications) - 33% 
• Units 3 & 4 Examination 2 (Analysis task) - 33% 
 
Specialist Mathematics and Mathematical Methods: 
• Unit 3 & 4 School Assessed Coursework - 34% 
• Units 3 & 4 Examination 1 (Facts, skills and applications) - 22%  
• Units 3 & 4 Examination 2 (Analysis task) - 44% 
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Foundation Mathematics Units 1 & 2 
This subject is usually undertaken by Year 10 students who experienced difficulty with the Year 9 
Intermediate Mathematics course, or those who will be entering VCAL in Year 11. There is a strong emphasis 
on using mathematics in practical contexts relating to everyday life, personal work and study.   Students are 
encouraged to use appropriate technology in all areas of their study. 
 
TERMS OF ENTRY 
Students who have not reached successful outcomes in mainstream Year 9 Mathematics classes may be 
requested to enrol in VCE Foundation Mathematics at Year 10 level. In such cases parents of relevant 
students will be contacted by letter toward the end of the school year. 
Students who have completed VCE Foundation Mathematics in Year 10 may be able to take a Year 11 
Mathematics course if their results in VCE Foundation Mathematics are adequate. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
In each semester, the following areas of study will be addressed by focusing on a series of topics: 
• Space, shape and design 
• Patterns and number 
• Handling data 
• Measurement 
 

Mathematical Methods Units 1 & 2  
Mathematical Methods Units 1 and 2 can be taken alone or in conjunction with General Mathematics Units 1 
and 2.  Taken on its own it will serve as the prerequisite for Mathematical Methods Units 3 and 4, which is 
intended to be a suitable preparation for students intending to study mathematically based science subjects 
at tertiary level.  Taken in conjunction with General Mathematics Units 1 and 2, it is intended for students 
who have above average mathematical ability and are contemplating undertaking Mathematical Methods 
Units 3 and 4 with a possibility of Specialist Mathematics Units 3 and 4. 
 
TERMS OF ENTRY 
Automatic Entry 
To gain automatic entry to Mathematical Methods Units 1 and 2 students should have achieved at least an 
overall score of 50% for Year 10 Pre-Methods and a score of at least 85% for Pre-General Mathematics. 
Students who study Foundation Mathematics and those who achieve results below the previously stated 
scores in Pre-Methods or Pre-General Mathematics in Year 10 are not permitted to take Units 1 & 2 
Mathematical Method. 
 
Provisional Entry 
Those who have achieved an overall score in Year 10 Pre-Methods Mathematics of below 50% and believe 
that their mark does not reflect their true ability may gain provisional entry to course provided that they are 
successful with their application through the Director of Studies.  
 
This student must then attain at least 60% in their first SAC in Unit 1 Mathematical Methods at the beginning 
of Term One. This first SAC will be on the work that they will do during the Early Commencement Program 
and the summer break.  Students who failed to attain this required mark will not be permitted to continue with 
this course. 
 
Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) Calculator 
Students must have access to a CAS calculator which is the main technology used in this course. This 
is a technology with integrated numerical, graphical and symbolic functionality.  Since 2010, an approved 
CAS has been the required technology for Units 1, 2, 3 & 4 as stated by VCAA.  The CAS calculator that 
will be used in these units is the TI Nspire CAS calculator.  
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AREAS OF STUDY 
UNIT 1 
1. Functions and graphs (includes co-ordinate geometry) 
2. Algebra (includes rearrangement of formulae, polynomials, factorisation, quadratic and cubic equations). 
3. Probability  
4. Applications of combinatorics to probability 

 
UNIT 2 
1. Rates of change in relation to gradient; and application in motion graphs. 
2. Circular Functions 
3. Calculus (includes differentiation and anti-differentiation of polynomials of degree no higher than three). 
 

General Mathematics Units 1 & 2 
General Mathematics provides a course of study for diverse groups of students and may be implemented to 
suit a range of students entering the study.  Some students will not study Mathematics beyond Units 1 and 
2, while others will intend to study Further Mathematics Units 3 and 4.  The General Mathematics course 
will be organised to suit the range of students by selecting material from six Areas of Study following rules 
specified by VCAA. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
Arithmetic 
• Financial Arithmetic and its Applications & Sequences 
Measurement 
• Perimeter and Area, Total Surface Area & Volume and Capacity 
Statistics 
• Univariate Data & Bivariate Data 
Trigonometry 
• Trigonometric Ratios and their Applications 
Algebra 
• Linear Graphs and Modelling, Simultaneous Equations & Variation 
 

Further Mathematics Units 3 & 4 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Data Analysis (compulsory core) & Recursion and Financial Modelling (compulsory core) 
• Graphs & Relations 
• Measurement, Geometry & Trigonometry 
 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
Examination 1 (Facts, skills and applications task) consists of multiple-choice questions from all areas of 
study and assumes student access to an approved graphics calculator.  The exam time will be for 1½ hours 
and will be in the November examination period.   A reference book may be brought into the examination.  
The students are provided with criteria concerning this book. 
 
Examination 2 (Analysis task) consists of four extended answer questions, all of which are compulsory, as 
each is from one chosen area of study.  
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Mathematical Methods – CAS Units 3 & 4 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Co-ordinate Geometry (includes graphs of polynomial 

functions, exponential and logarithmic functions and their 
inverse functions). 

• Calculus (includes differentiation and anti-differentiation 
and their applications to maximum/minimum problems; and 
the use of integration to calculate the area under a curve 
and between curves) 

• Algebra (includes polynomials, functions and their inverses, 
logarithm laws, exponential and logarithmic equations and 
the binomial theorem) 

• Trigonometry (includes circular functions and solutions of 
trigonometric equations) 

• Statistics and probability (includes discrete random 
variables, binomial distributions, hypergeometric 
distribution normal distributions and empirical treatment) 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
Examination 1 (Facts and skills) consists of short answer 
questions from all areas of study and will be calculator free.  
The time will be for one hour and will be in the November 
examination period.  A panel appointed by the VCAA will set 
and mark the test. 
 
Examination 2 (Facts, skills and analysis tasks) consists of 
multiple choice and extended answer questions, all of which 
are compulsory.  The length of the exam will be two hours.  An examination panel using criteria published 
annually by the VCAA will set and mark the task.  Students may bring in approved notes, as specified by 
VCAA.  Students will need to have access to an approved CAS calculator and there will be an emphasis 
on technology-based questions in Examination 2.  
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Specialist Mathematics Units 3 & 4 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Co-ordinate Geometry 
• Circular (trigonometric) functions 
• Complex numbers 
• The complex plane 
• Differential Calculus 
• Integral Calculus 
• Differential Equations 
• Kinematics 
• Vectors 
• Vector Calculus 
• Mechanics 
• Linear combinations of random variables  
• Hypothesis testing 
 
Familiarity with sequence and series notation and related simple applications, the use of sine and cosine 
rules in non-right-angled triangles and a detailed knowledge of geometric properties of triangles, polygons (in 
particular parallelograms) and circles is assumed. 
 
The following topics already outlined in Mathematical Methods will be dealt with in greater detail: 
• Co-ordinate Geometry (including ellipses and hyperbolas) 
• Circular functions (including identities and properties to do with sec A, cosec A and cot A) 
• Algebra (including complex numbers and partial fractions, and representation of relations and regions in 

the complex plane) 
• Calculus (including calculus of inverse circular functions, double differentiation and volumes of solids of 

revolution). 
 
New topics, only done in Specialist Mathematics, will be: 
• Vectors and Vector Calculus (including position vectors and use of vectors in geometric proofs) 
• Mechanics (including force and mass, equations of motion, friction and equilibrium) and 
Kinematics. 
• Implicit Differentiation 
 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
Examination 1 (Facts and skills) consists of short answer questions from all areas of study and will be 
calculator free.  The time will be for one hour and will be in the November examination period.  A panel 
appointed by the VCAA will set and mark the test. 
 
Examination 2 (Facts, skills and analysis tasks) consists of multiple choice and extended answer questions, 
all of which are compulsory.  The length of the exam will be two hours.  An examination panel using criteria 
published annually by the VCAA will set and mark the task.  Students may bring in approved notes, as 
specified by VCAA.  Students will need to have access to an approved CAS calculator and there will be 
an emphasis on technology-based questions in Examination 2. 
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MEDIA 
The media entertains, teaches, informs and shapes audiences’ 
perception of their lives and the worlds in which they live. VCE Media 
provides students with the opportunity to analyse media concepts, 
forms and products in an informed and critical way. Students 
consider narratives, technologies and processes from various 
perspectives including an analysis of structure and features. They 
examine debates about the media’s role in contributing to and 
influencing society. Students integrate these aspects of the study 
through the individual design and production of their media 
representations, narratives and products. 

 
Unit 1: Media forms, representations and Australian stories 
In this unit students develop an understanding of audiences and the 
core concepts underpinning the construction of representations and 
meaning in different media forms. They explore media codes and 
conventions and the construction of meaning in media products. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Media representation 
• Media forms in production 
• Australian stories 
 
Unit 2: Narrative across media forms  
In this unit students further develop their understanding of the 
concept of narrative in media products and forms in different contexts. 
Students analyse the influence of developments in media 
technologies on individuals and society, examining in a range of 
media forms the effects of media convergence and hybridization on 
the design, production and distribution of narratives in the media and 
audience engagement, consumption and reception.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Narrative, style and genre 
• Narratives in production 
• Media and change 
 
 
  

The study of media provides critical 
analysis of film techniques to help 
students understand the power of film 
and the use it has in sharing and 
reflecting God. Students negotiate 
through the maze of modern 
technology through a biblical 
perspective in order to understand 
their place in society and their digital 
footprint. We live in a time when 
technology is emerging at a rapid rate 
and students need to discern their 
role as a Christian in a public forum. 
New media technology can be a great 
tool for exalting Christ, communicating 
truth, touching hearts, and changing 
minds. Each student, as an example 
of God’s unique design, will have the 
opportunity to express their distinctive 
thoughts, character and experiences 
by communicating their ideas to a 
specific audience in an expressive 
and God-honouring way. Students are 
given a platform to empower an 
audience through film, photography, 
print and animation in a way that is 
pleasing to God.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for Units 
1, 2 & 3. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Media narratives and pre-production 
In this unit students explore stories that circulate in society through media narratives. They consider the use 
of media codes and conventions to structure meaning, and how this construction is influenced by the social, 
cultural, ideological and institutional contexts of production, distribution, consumption and reception. 
Students assess how audiences from different periods of time and contexts are engaged by, consume and 
read narratives using appropriate media language.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Narrative and ideology 
• Media production development 
• Media production design 
 
Unit 4: Media production and issues in the media 
In this unit students focus on the production and post-production stages of the media production process, 
bringing the media production design created in Unit 3 to its realisation. They refine their media production 
in response to feedback and through personal reflection, documenting the iterations of their production as 
they work towards completion. Students consider the nature of communication between the media and 
audiences, explore the capacity of the media to be used by governments, institutions and audiences, and 
analyse the role of the Australian government in regulating the media. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Media production 
• Agency and control in and of the media 
 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
All key knowledge and skills that underpin the outcomes in Units 3 and 4 are examinable. The examination 
contributes 40% to the final assessment. 
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MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
Music Performance aims to broaden and enrich students’ musical 
experiences and assist them in the development of personal awareness 
of expressive and aesthetic qualities of music and encourage a life-long 
engagement with music and music making.  
 
Requirements 
It is highly recommended that students have regular (weekly) 
instrumental lessons with a qualified tutor. Arrangements can be made 
for this to occur at School with one of our music tutors. Where students 
do not already have a tutor, the Music Coordinator will be able to assist 
in organising this. 
 
Students will decide whether they wish to undertake the subject as part 
of a Group or as a Soloist. Instrumentation can include any String, 
Pianoforte, Woodwind, Brass, Percussion or Vocals. Other instruments 
not falling into these categories will need to be approved by VCAA. If 
undertaking Group Performance, students will be assess on all 
instruments they play during any assessment. 
 
Repertoire 
In Unit 1 and 2, students are permitted to choose their own repertoire of 
an appropriate standard. It should include pieces from a range of styles. 
Group assessments at this level can included non-assessed performers. 
 
In Unit 3 and 4, the program should include contrasting works, 
representing a range of musical styles and diversity of character. All 
music must be selected from the Prescribed List of Notated Solo Works 
or Group Works. If presenting for Group assessment, the group should 
have between two and eight members, with no more than six members 
beign assessed. 
 

Unit 1: Music Performance 
This unit focuses on building performance and musicianship skills. 
Students present performances of selected group and solo music 
works using one or more instruments.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Performance - this area of study focuses on knowledge and 

skills that students use to present musically engaging 
performances in a variety of different contexts. 

• Performance Technique - this area of study focuses on the 
development of student capabilities for group and/or s o l o  
performance. They will develop exercises that will technically 
challenge and engage their skill. 

• Music language - this area of study focuses on aural perception, 
music theory and analysis. 
 

Students study concepts in as separate foci and then in the contexts 
of performing and listening. This approach develops students’ 
general musicianship ability and enables them to apply their learning 
to rehearsal and performance. 
 
 

  

Our God is the Creator of the world, 
the first to create and design (Gen 1). 
We are made in His image (Gen 1:26), 
and one element of our nature that 
reflects God’s nature is our desire to 
create. Music is a wonderful part of 
God’s creation – it gives us the ability 
to express our emotions, communicate 
feelings and to create and to recreate 
beauty. It also has the ability to make 
us think and reflect. This can be 
achieved through experimentation with 
music and sounds, sounds that we 
may not readily call “beautiful”. 
Undoubtedly, one of the gifts of music 
is that, through it, we have the ability 
to honour our Creator through songs 
of praise and worship. We can also 
use music to uplift our souls and teach 
us more of God (Col 3:16), as God’s 
people have done all throughout 
history. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for  
Units 1, 2 & 3, although a study 
of music during early secondary 
years is encouraged. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 2: Music Performance 
In this unit students continue to build their performance and musicianship skills. They present performances 
of selected group and solo music works using one or more instruments. Students study the work of other 
performers through listening and analysis. They also study strategies to continue developing technical and 
expressive performance skills. 
 
Students will study specific concepts to build their musicianship knowledge and skills. Students also devise 
an original composition or improvisation. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Performance - students develop knowledge and skil ls that are required to present music 

performances in a group and as a soloist. Through regular performance they explore ways to expressively 
shape their chosen works and build on their ability to communicate artistic intentions convincingly to an 
audience. 

• Performance Technique - this area of study focuses on continuous development of techniques for group 
and solo performance. Students trial different rehearsal strategies and identify those that achieve the 
most effective outcomes. They research and trial performance and interpretation strategies used by other 
performers and apply approaches to optimise their own performances. 

• Music Language - in this area of study students build their knowledge and skills in music theory, aural 
comprehension and critical listening. Students build on their knowledge and skills through systematic study 
of aural and theoretical concepts in isolation and in the context of performing or listening.  

• Organisation of Sound - this area of study focuses on devising original work as a composition or an 
improvisation.  As part of the process of generating music ideas, students analyse works they are 
preparing for performance.  

 
Unit 3 & 4: Music Performance 
Performance Examination 
Students choose whether they will present their external end-of-year performance examination program as 
a member of a group OR as a soloist. 
 
Works selected for Study 
In Unit 3 the program should include contrasting works representing a range of musical styles and diversity 
of character. The program must be based on requirements for the end-of- year performance examination for 
group and solo contexts, in the Prescribed List of Group Works or the Prescribed List of Notated Solo Works. 
 
For students who have elected to perform their end-of-year performance examination as a member of a 
group, group work/s for Outcome 1 may, but are not required to, be selected from the Prescribed List of 
Group Works. For students who have elected to perform their end-of-year performance examination as a 
soloist, solo works for Outcome 1 may, but are not required to, be selected from the Prescribed List of Notated 
Solo Works. 
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Unit 3: Music Performance 
This unit focuses on building and refining performance and musicianship skill. The students select a program 
of group and solo works representing a range of styles and diversity of character for performance. They 
develop instrumental techniques that enable them to interpret the works and expressively shape their 
performances.    
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Performance - in this area of study students develop knowledge and skills required to present musically 

engaging performances of music works. Students select a program of contrasting group and solo 
works that demonstrate a range of music styles, diversity of character and a range of technical, stylistic 
and interpretative demands.  

• Preparing for performance - in this area of study students develop knowledge and skills to achieve 
consistency and control of idiomatic instrumental and performance techniques in group and solo 
performances. 

• Music Language - in this area of study students systematically develop music theory knowledge and 
skills in aural comprehension and analysis.  They apply this knowledge to analysing music from different 
times and styles including works by Australian composers/songwriters that have been created after 1980. 

 
 
Unit 4: Music Performance 
In this unit students refine their ability to present performances of group and solo works. Students select 
group and solo works that complement works selected in Unit 3. They further develop and refine 
instrumental and performance techniques that enable them to expressively shape their performance.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Performance - in this area of study students prepare a program of works and refine their ability to present 

musically engaging performances to an audience.  
• Preparing for performance - in this area of study students refine their ability to consistently control use 

of idiomatic instrumental and performance techniques. Students practice a range of technical work and 
exercises chosen to consolidate and refine command of instrumental and performance techniques as 
relevant to selected group and solo works.  

• Music Language - in this area of study students consolidate knowledge and skills in understanding music 
language. Students continue systematic work to develop skills in theory, aural comprehension and 
analysis.  

 
 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATIONS 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year performance examination 
that contributes 50%, and an end-of-year aural and written examination that contributes 20% of their final 
grade. 
 
Group performance examination 
Students will present a live performance of at least four contrasting works that represent a range of styles 
and diversity of character. At least two works in the program must be selected from the Units 3 and 4 
Prescribed List of Group Works published annually on the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority 
website. Details of examination and program requirements are published in the prescribed list. 
 
Solo performance examination 
Students will present a live 25 minute performance of works selected from the Units 3 and 4 Prescribed List 
of Notated Solo Works published annually on the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority website. 
Details of examination and program requirements specific to each instrument including the number of works 
to be performed are published in the prescribed list. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Unit 1: The human body in motion  
In this unit students explore how the musculoskeletal and 
cardiorespiratory systems work together to produce movement. 
Through practical activities students explore the relationships 
between the body systems and physical activity, sport and exercise, 
and how the systems adapt and adjust to the demands of the 
activity.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How does the musculoskeletal system work to produce 

movement? - in this area of study students examine the 
musculoskeletal system of the human body and how the muscles 
and bones work together to produce movement. Through practical 
activities they explore the major components of the 
musculoskeletal system and their contributions and interactions 
during physical activity, sport and exercise.  

• How does the cardiorespiratory system function at rest and 
during physical activity? - in this area of study students examine 
the cardiovascular and respiratory systems of the human body 
and how the heart, blood vessels and lungs function at rest and 
during physical activity. Through practical activities students 
explore the structure and function of the cardiorespiratory system 
and their contributions and interactions during physical activity, 
sport and exercise.  

 
Unit 2: Physical activity, sport and society  
This unit develops 
students’ understanding 
of physical activity, sport 
and society from a 
participatory perspective. 
Students are introduced 
to types of physical 
activity and the role 
participation in physical 
activity and sedentary 
behaviour plays in their 
own health and wellbeing 
as well as in other people’s lives in different population groups.  
 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• What are the relationships between physical activity, sport, 

health and society? - in this area of study students focus on the 
role of physical activity, sport and society in developing and 
promoting healthy lifestyles and participation in physical activity 
across the lifespan. Students investigate sociocultural factors that 
influence physical activity and consider opportunities and barriers to 
participation for various population groups and settings.  

• What are the contemporary issues associated with 
physical activity and sport? - in this area of study students 
focus on a range of contemporary issues associated with 
physical activity and/or sport at the local, national and global 
level.  

 

People are physical beings made in 
the image of God (Gen 
1:27).  Christian Education must 
address the education of the physical 
side of students along with the 
intellectual and spiritual.  Physical 
Education has the unique opportunity 
to addresses all three aspects: 
physical, intellectual and spiritual. 

In 1 Cor 6:15, Paul talks about our 
bodies as being members of Christ 
Himself.  Later in the same chapter 
Paul stresses that our bodies are 
temples of the Holy Spirit.  In Physical 
Education students learn ways of 
maintaining a healthy body. They will 
monitor their activity patterns and look 
at ways they can maintain a healthy 
lifestyle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for 
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Movement skills and energy for physical activity 
This unit introduces students to the biomechanical and skill acquisition principles used to analyse human 
movement skills and energy production from a physiological perspective. Students investigate the relative 
contribution and interplay of the three energy systems to performance in physical activity, sport and exercise 
and explore the causes of fatigue and consider different strategies used to postpone fatigue and promote 
recovery.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How are movement skills improved? – examines the biomechanical and skill acquisition principles that 

can be applied when analyzing and improving movement skills used in physical activity and sport. They 
analyse movements to develop an understanding of how the correct application of biomechanical and skill 
acquisition principles leads to greater efficiency and accuracy in movement skills. 

• How does the body produce energy? – explores the various systems and mechanisms associated 
with the production of energy required for human movement. They consider the cardiovascular, respiratory 
and muscular systems and the roles of each in supplying oxygen and energy to the working muscles. 

 
Unit 4: Training to improve performance 
In this unit students analyse movement skills from a physiological, psychological and sociocultural 
perspective, and apply relevant traning principles and methods to improve performance within physical 
activity at an individual, club and elite level. Students analyse skill frequencies, movement patterns, heart 
rates and work to rest ratios to determine the requirements of an activity and in considering the physiological, 
psychological and sociological requirements of training design and evaluate an effective training program.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• What are the foundations of an effective training program? – focuses on the information required 

to form the foundation of an effective training program. They also use data collected from participating in 
a series of fitness tests to inform the design of the training program.  

• How is training implemented effectively to improve fitness? – focuses on the implementation and 
evaluation of training principles and methods from a practical and theoretical perspective. Students explore 
the chronic adaptations to the cardiovascular, respiratory and muscular systems.  

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
All outcomes in Unit 3 and Unit 4 will be examined.  All key knowledge and skills that underpin the outcomes 
in Units 3 and 4 are examinable. The examination contributes 50% to the final assessment. 
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PHYSICS 
Unit 1: What ideas explain the physical world? 
Ideas in physics are dynamic. As physicists explore concepts, 
theories evolve. Often this requires the detection, description and 
explanation of things that cannot be seen. In this unit students 
explore how physics explains phenomena, at various scales, which 
are not always visible to the unaided human eye.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How can thermal effects be explained? - in this area of study 

students investigate the thermodynamic principles related to 
heating processes, including concepts of temperature, energy 
and work.  

• How do electric circuits work? - modelling is a useful tool in 
developing concepts that explain physical phenomena that 
cannot be directly observed.  

• What is matter and how is it formed? - in this area of study 
students explore the nature of matter, and consider the origins 
of atoms, time and space. They examine the currently accepted 
theory of what constitutes the nucleus, the forces within the 
nucleus and how energy is derived from the nucleus. 

 
 

Unit 2: What do experiments reveal about the physical world? 
In this unit students explore the power of experiments in developing 
models and theories. They investigate a variety of phenomena by 
making their own observations and generating questions, which in 
turn lead to experiments.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How can motion be described and explained - in this area of 

study students observe motion and explore the effects of 
balanced and unbalanced forces on motion.  

• Practical investigation - systematic experimentation is an 
important aspect of physics inquiry. In this area of study students 
design and conduct a practical investigation related to 
knowledge and skills developed in Area of Study 1 and/or Area 
of Study 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
  

It is the tradition of seeking truth on 
the basis of an intelligent created 
universe that we follow at 
Maranatha Christian School. Our 
students are encouraged to 
embrace a Christian perspective of 
Physics, not on the basis that some 
physicists are Christians, but on the 
basis that all truth comes from God. 
Furthermore, they are encouraged 
as responsible stewards of the gifts 
and talents that God has given 
them, to, with God’s direction, make 
valuable contributions to society. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ELIGIBILITY 
 

Completion of both Science units at 
Year 10 is strongly recommended. 
 
This subject is not available for 
acceleration. 

 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: How do fields explain motion and electricity? 
In this unit students explore the importance of energy in explaining and describing the physical world. They 
examine the production of electricity and its delivery to homes. Students consider the field model as a 
construct that has enabled an understanding of why objects move when they are not apparently in contact 
with other objects.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How do things move without contact? - in this area of study students examine the similarities and 

differences between three fields: gravitational, electric and magnetic. Field models are used to explain the 
motion of objects when there is no apparent contact.  

• How are fields used to move electrical energy? - the production, distribution and use of electricity has 
had a major impact on human lifestyles. In this area of study students use empirical evidence and models 
of electric, magnetic and electromagnetic effects to explain how electricity is produced and delivered to 
homes.  

• How fast can things go? - in this area of study students use Newton’s laws of motion to analyse relative 
motion, circular motion and projectile motion. Newton’s laws of motion give important insights into a range 
of motion both on Earth and beyond. At very high speeds, however, these laws are insufficient to model 
motion and Einstein’s theory of special relativity provides a better model.  

 
Unit 4: How can two contradictory models explain both light and matter?  
A complex interplay exists between theory and experiment in generating models to explain natural 
phenomena including light. Wave theory has classically been used to explain phenomena related to light; 
however, continued exploration of light and matter has revealed the particle-like properties of light.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How can waves explain the behaviour of light? - in this area of study students use evidence from 

experiments to explore wave concepts in a variety of applications. Wave theory has been used to describe 
transfers of energy, and is important in explaining phenomena including reflection, refraction, interference 
and polarisation. 

• How are light and matter similar? - in this area of study students explore the design of major experiments 
that have led to the development of theories to describe the most fundamental aspects of the physical 
world – light and matter. When light and matter are probed they appear to have remarkable similarities.  

• Practical investigation - a student-designed practical investigation related to waves, fields or motion is 
undertaken either in Unit 3 or Unit 4, or across both Units 3 and 4. The investigation relates to knowledge 
and skills developed across Units 3 and 4 and is undertaken by the student through practical work. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year examination, which will 
contribute 60% to the study score. 
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PRODUCT DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY  
Unit 1: Collaborative Sustainable Product Redevelopment  
This unit focuses on the analysis, modification and improvement of 
a product design with consideration of sustainability. It is common 
for designers in Australia to use products from overseas as 
inspiration when redeveloping products for the domestic market. 
Sustainable redevelopment refers to designers and makers 
ensuring products serve social, economic and environmental 
needs. Generating economic growth for design and manufacturing 
in Australia can begin with redeveloping existing products so they 
have positive social and minimal environmental impact.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Sustainable redevelopment of a product - this area of study 

introduces students to the product design process, lifecycle 
analysis/assessment (LCA), IP and the product design factors, 
with an emphasis on sustainability. Students consider 
contemporary practices of designers who claim to incorporate 
sustainable practices.     

• Producing and evaluating a redeveloped product - this area 
of study focuses on the implementation of the design and 
planning completed in Area of Study 1. Students refer to their 
working drawings and scheduled production plan, and apply a 
range of techniques and processes safely to make a 
redeveloped product.  

 
Unit 2: Collaborative Design 
In this unit students work in teams to design and develop an item in 
a product range or contribute to the design, planning and production 
of a group product. They focus on factors including end-user/s’ 
needs and wants; function, purpose and context for product design; 
aesthetics; materials and sustainability; and the impact of these 
factors on a design solution. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Designing within a team - this area of study enables students 

to apply the product design process collaboratively and 
individually. Each student works in a design team to generate one 
design brief collaboratively from a scenario, based around a 
theme and contributes to the design, planning and production of 
a group product. 

• Producing and evaluating within a team - in this area of study 
students apply knowledge, skills, techniques and processes, 
including risk management, to make their product, designed in 
Area of Study 1, in accordance with the team requirements. 

  

Designing plays an important part in 
our daily lives. They determine the 
form and function of the products we 
use. They transform ideas into 
drawings and plans for the creation 
and manufacture of useful products, 
however product design is more than 
just economics. 

God has designed the world in such a 
way that creation speaks of his 
majesty and mystery. His creativity 
and wonder is on display for all to see. 
This creativity is also a part of our 
‘being’ and is a part of our capabilities. 

Antoni Gaudi once stated: “Straight 
lines belong to men…Curved lines 
belong to God”. Our creativity is an 
outward expression of the God we 
trust. Through product design we 
teachers work, so your children 
understand that design is not simply 
an academic or economic pursuit. 
Rather we instil that design is an act 
of worship and through creativity, can 
leave a lasting legacy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 

There are no prerequisites for  
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Applying the product design process 
In this unit students are engaged in the design and development of a product that addresses a personal, local, 
or global problem (such as humanitarian issues), or that meets the needs and wants of a potential end-user/s. 
The product is developed through a design process and is influenced by a range of factors including the purpose, 
function and context of the product; user-centred design; innovation and creativity; design elements and 
principles; sustainability concerns; economic limitations; legal responsibilities; material characteristics and 
properties; and technology. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Designing for end-user/s - in this area of study students examine the product design process and develop 

skills in writing a design brief, which is vital for the development of a viable solution. They focus on 
identifying and designing for a potential end-user/s of an intended product. They consider methods used 
to establish an end-user/s’ needs for the development of a solution to a design problem. 

• Product development in Industry - this area of study focuses on the factors, processes and systems that 
influence the design and development of products within industrial settings. Students explore specific 
cases and the reasons why design and innovation are integral to value-adding to products. 

• Designing for others - this area of study focuses on students working as designers and applying the 
product design process to meet the requirements of an end-user/s. 

 
Unit 4: Product development and evaluation 
In this unit students engage with an end-user/s to gain feedback throughout the process of production. 
Students make comparisons between similar products to help evaluate the success of a product in relation 
to a range of product design factors. The environmental, economic and social impact of products throughout 
their life cycle can be analysed and evaluated with reference to the product design factors. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Product analysis and comparison – in this area of study students examine design factors that influence 

the success of commercially available products. Products are analysed and evaluated in terms of the 
product design factors. 

• Product manufacture – this area of study focuses on the skills, production techniques and processes 
employed to make a product to suit the needs of an end-user/s. 

• Product evaluation – this area of study focuses on the student’s application of evaluation criteria, the 
performance of checks and tests, and gaining end-user/s’ feedback to determine how well a product meets 
the needs and requirements outlined in the design brief developed in Unit 3. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINMATION 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year examination, which will 
contribute 30% to the study score. 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
Unit 1: How are behaviour and mental processes shaped? 
Human development involves changes in thoughts, feelings and 
behaviours. In this unit students investigate the structure and 
functioning of the human brain and the role it plays in the overall 
functioning of the human nervous system.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How does the brain function? - advances in brain research 

methods have led to new ways of understanding the relationship 
between the mind, brain and behaviour. In this area of study 
students examine how our understanding of brain structure and 
function has changed over time and how the brain enables us to 
interact with the external world around us.  

• What influences psychological development? - the 
psychological development of an individual involves complex 
interactions between biological, psychological and social factors. 
In this area of study students explore how these factors influence 
different aspects of a person’s psychological development. 

• Student-directed research investigation - in this area of study 
students apply and extend their knowledge and skills developed 
in Areas of Study 1 and/or 2 to investigate a question related to 
psychological development.  

Unit 2: How do external factors influence behaviour and mental 
processes? 
A person’s thoughts, feelings and behaviours are influenced by a 
variety of biological, psychological and social factors. In this unit 
students investigate how perception of stimuli enables a person to 
interact with the world around them and how their perception of 
stimuli can be distorted.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• What influences a person’s perception of the world? - human 

perception of internal and external stimuli is influenced by a 
variety of biological, psychological and social factors. 

• How are people influenced to behave in particular ways? - a 
person’s social cognition and behaviour influence the way they 
view themselves and the way they relate to others.  

• Student-directed practical investigation - in this area of study 
students design and conduct a practical investigation related to 
external influences on behaviour.  

  

Through studying Psychology, 
students are able to examine 
internal physical and biological 
processes and investigate the 
relationship between these and 
one’s behaviour, allowing for the 
exploration and admiration of the 
way that God has created our 
physical being with such perfection 
and mastery in a careful, intentional 
and interconnected manner. 
Students are also provided with the 
opportunity to examine the theories 
behind particular behaviours and 
the ways these are influenced, and 
challenge these theories in light of 
their Christian faith and the future 
they wish to create for themselves 
and society at large. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for 
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: How does experience affect behaviour and mental processes?  
The nervous system influences behaviour and the way people experience the world. In this unit students 
examine both macro-level and micro-level functioning of the nervous system to explain how the human 
nervous system enables a person to interact with the world around them.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How does the nervous system enable psychological functioning? - in this area of study, students 

explore the role of different branches of the nervous system in enabling a person to integrate, coordinate 
and respond to internal and external sensory stimuli. They explore the specialized structures and functions 
of neurons. 

• How do people learn and remember? - memory and learning are core components of human identity: 
they connect past experiences to the present and shape futures by enabling adaption to daily changes in 
the environment.  

 
Unit 4: How is wellbeing developed and maintained?  
Consciousness and mental health are two of many 
psychological constructs that can be explored by studying 
the relationship between the mind, brain and behaviour. In 
this unit students examine the nature of consciousness and 
how changes in levels of consciousness can affect mental 
processes and behaviour.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• How do levels of consciousness affect mental 

processes and behaviour? - differences in levels of 
awareness of sensations, thoughts and surroundings 
influence individuals’ interactions with their environment 
and with other people.  

• What influences mental wellbeing? - in this area of 
study, students examine what it means to be mentally 
healthy. They explore the concept of a mental health 
continuum and factors that explain how location on the 
continuum for an individual may vary over time.  

• Practical investigation - the investigation requires the 
student to identify an aim, develop a question, formulate 
a research hypothesis including operationalised 
variables and plan a course of action to answer the 
question and that takes into account safety and ethical 
guidelines.  

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 is also assessed by an end-of-year examination, which will 
contribute 60% to the study score 
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SOCIOLOGY 
Unit 1: Youth and family 
This unit uses sociological methodology to explore the social 
categories of youth and adolescence and the social institution of 
family. Sociologists draw on methods of science to understand how 
and why people behave the way they do when they interact in a 
group.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Category and experience of youth - in this area of study 

students are introduced to the discipline of sociology and the 
nature of sociological inquiry through the study of youth.  

• The family - this area of study explores different definitions of the 
family and how families have changed overtime. 

 

 
Unit 2: Social norms: breaking the code 
In this unit students explore the concepts of deviance and crime. The 
study of these concepts from a sociological perspective involves 
ascertaining the types and degree of rule breaking behaviour, 
examining traditional views of criminality and deviance and analysing 
why people commit crimes or engage in deviant behaviour. It also 
involves consideration of the justice system, how the understanding 
of crime and deviance has changed over time, and the relationship 
between crime and other aspects of a society, such as age and 
socioeconomic status. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Deviance - this area of study focuses on the concept of deviance, 

including how what is considered deviant may differ according to 
age and social status and across time and space.  

• Crime - in this area of study students develop an understanding 
of the concept of crime. 

 
 
  

Our love for the social sciences 
must push us to see God's love and 
his purposes for creation, otherwise 
sociology becomes a discipline of 
irrelevance. This does not mean 
that we should abandon its skills 
and knowledge. Sociology is a 
social science that helps us learn, 
discern and act upon the 
observations we notice in our 
society and as Abraham Kuyper, an 
advocate for 'common grace' 
states:  
"A [Christian] who seeks God, does 
not for a moment think of limiting 
himself to theology and 
contemplation, leaving the other 
sciences, as of a lower character, in 
the hands of unbelievers... [Rather 
he looks upon doing scientific work 
as part of the] task to know God in 
all his works,... in the production of 
human industry, in the life of 
mankind, in sociology and in the 
history of the human race." 
I really hope that you [students] see 
sociology not simply as a subject to 
learn... but as a responsibility, 
linking social life to the structures of 
creation, which is ultimately Christ. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for 
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Culture and ethnicity 
This unit explores expressions of culture and ethnicity within Australian society in two different contexts– 
Australian Indigenous culture, and ethnicity in relation to migrant groups. Culture and ethnicity refer to groups 
connected by shared customs, culture or heritage. Students learn how these classifications can define 
inequality and opportunity, shape cultural activities and provide a sense of purpose. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Australian Indigenous culture - in this area of study students explore the meaning of culture and the 

distinction between material and non-material culture. 
• Ethnicity - in this area of study students examine the sociological concepts of race and ethnicity. 
 
Unit 4: Community, social movements and social change 
In this unit students explore the ways sociologists have thought about the idea of community and how the 
various forms of community are experienced. They examine the relationship between social movements and 
social change. In Area of Study 1 students examine the changing definitions and experiences of community 
and the challenges posed by political, social, economic and technological change. Students examine a range 
of theoretical understandings of the concept of community with particular reference to the theories of Tonnies 
and Castells. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Community - sociologists refer to the concept of community as a group of people who share social 

relationships through being geographically close to each other and/or being in regular contact with each 
other, and through having similarities such as mutual interests or shared ideology. 

• Social movements and social change - in this area of study students investigate the concept of power 
used by sociologist Max Weber. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
All the key knowledge and key skills that underpin the outcomes in Units 3 and 4 are examinable. The 
examination will contribute 50% towards the study score. 
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STUDIO ART 
Unit 1: Studio inspiration and techniques 
In this unit students focus on developing an individual understanding 
of the stages of studio practice and learn how to explore, develop, 
refine, resolve and present artworks. Students explore sources of 
inspiration; research artistic influences develop individual ideas and 
explore a range of materials and techniques related to specific art 
forms. Using documented evidence in a visual diary, students 
progressively refine and resolve their skills to communicate ideas in 
artworks. 
 
Students also research and analyse the ways in which artists from 
different times and cultures have developed their studio practice to 
interpret and express ideas, source inspiration and apply materials 
and techniques in artworks. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
1. Researching and recording ideas  
2. Studio practice  
3. Interpreting art ideas and use of materials and techniques  

 
Unit 2: Studio exploration and concepts 
In this unit students focus on establishing and using a studio practice 
to produce artworks. The studio practice includes the formulation 
and use of an individual approach to documenting sources of 
inspiration, and experimentation with selected materials and 
techniques relevant to specific art forms. Students explore and 
develop ideas and subject matter, create aesthetic qualities and 
record the development of the work in a visual diary as part of the 
studio process. 
 
Through the study of art movements and styles, students begin to 
understand the use of other artists’ work in the making of new 
artworks. Students also develop skills in the visual analysis of 
artworks. Artworks made by artists from different times and cultures 
are analysed to understand developments in studio practice. Using 
a range of art periods, movements or styles, students develop a 
broader knowledge about the history of art.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
1. Exploration of studio practice and development of artworks  
2. Ideas and styles in artworks  
 

The creative arts are an integral part 
of shaping culture and worldview for 
every person. The arts have 
contributed to way we see, think, 
hear, touch, smell... our senses 
evoke stories, sensations and 
emotions through our connection 
with art. The visual arts deepen our 
encounter with God as we seek to 
understand our own faith and insight 
into a world that is both broken and 
wondrous. “In the beginning…” is 
often a starting point for our 
knowledge that God is creative and 
Genesis sums up the intricacies of 
human life and the fall.  

Throughout the Bible we find 
numerous narratives that describe 
the creative nature and inspiration 
of God. Through the creation of the 
tabernacle, the arc of covenant to all 
of the furnishings in Solomon’s 
temple, David’s dancing and Jesus’ 
storytelling. As we strive to combine 
our appreciation of art with our 
desire to know the Creator himself 
the visual arts provides students 
with a deeper understanding of their 
own abilities and gifts in a creative 
world that compels us to reflect 
upon the idea of a redemptive God. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for 
Units 1, 2 & 3. 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Studio practices and processes 
In this unit students focus on the implementation of an individual studio process leading to the production of 
a range of potential directions to support the making of finished artworks in Unit 4. Students investigate and 
analyse the response of artists to a wide range of source material and examine their use of materials and 
techniques. They explore professional art practices of artists from different historical and cultural contexts in 
relation to particular artworks and art forms. 
 
Students are expected to visit at least two different exhibitions and study specific artworks displayed in these 
exhibitions during their current year of study. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
1. Exploration proposal 
2. Studio process 
3. Artists and studio practices 

 
Unit 4: Studio practice and art industry contexts 
In this unit students focus on the planning, production and evaluation required to develop, refine and present 
artworks that link cohesively according to the ideas resolved in Unit 3. Once the artworks have been made, 
students provide an evaluation about the cohesive relationship between the artworks.  
 
Students investigate the methods and considerations of the artist and/or curator involved in the preparation, 
presentation and conservation of artworks displayed in exhibitions in at least two different galleries or 
exhibitions. Students examine a range of environments for the presentation of artworks including public 
galleries and museums, commercial and private galleries, university art galleries, artist-run spaces, alternative 
art spaces and online gallery spaces. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
1. Production and presentation of artworks 
2. Evaluation 
3. Art industry contexts 
 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
All the key knowledge and key skills that underpin the outcomes in Units 3 and 4 are examinable. The 
examination will contribute 50% of the study score. 
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THEATRE STUDIES 
Unit 1: Pre-modern theatre 
This unit focuses on the application of acting, direction and design 
in relation to theatre styles from the pre-modern era, that is, works 
prior to the 1920’s. Students creatively and imaginatively work in 
production roles with scripts from the pre-modern era of theatre, 
focusing on at least three distinct theatre styles and their 
conventions. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Exploring pre-modern theatre 

styles and conventions - students 
focus on at least three distinct 
theatre styles from the pre-modern 
era and the conventions and scripts 
associated with each. Students 
study innovations in theatre 
production in the pre-modern era 
and learn about contexts, cultural 
origins, production roles and 
performance possibilities for each 
of the selected theatre styles. 

• Interpreting scripts – students 
work creatively and imaginatively in 
at least two production roles to 
interpret scripts from three or more 
distinct theatre styles of the pre-modern era. Students study and 
apply relevant conventions and consider how work in production 
roles is informed by different theatre styles and contexts. 

• Analysing a play in performance - this area of study focuses on 
an analysis of a professional performance of a play script.   
   

Unit 2: Modern theatre 
This unit focuses on the application of acting, direction and design 
in relation to theatre styles from the modern era, that is, the 1920’s 
to the present. Students creatively and imaginatively work in 
production roles with scripts from the modern era of theatre, 
focusing on at least three distinct theatre styles. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Exploring modern theatre styles and conventions – students 

study scripts from the modern era of theatre and investigate 
innovations in theatre practice from the 1920’s to the present. 
They study at least three distinct theatre styles of the modern era, 
as well as scripts associated with each. They learn about 
contexts, cultural origins, production roles and performance 
possibilities for each of the selected theatre styles. 

• Interpretation through stagecraft - in this area of study students 
work in at least two of the production roles of actor, director 
and/or designer to realise scripts from at least three distinct 
theatre styles from the modern era. Through this work, students 
gain an understanding of how production teams can work 
collaboratively to interpret scripts. 

• Analysing and evaluating a theatre production – students 
focus on analysis and evaluation of a professional theatre 
production of a script. They student the nature of theatre 
production analysis and evaluation, including the application of 
acting, direction and design and their effect on an audience.  

For generations story telling been a 
vital part of life and the way in which 
God’s message has been spread, 
Jesus consistently used the gift of 
storytelling and parables to teach the 
people around him. In theatre studies 
students develop skills that aid them in 
building confidence, public speaking, 
creativity and technical skill, while 
strengthening their God given gifts to 
communicate and engage with the 
community around them also with 
story. Furthermore, Students are 
encouraged to examine the moral 
dilemmas that individuals and our 
society face to sharpen their 
awareness of God’s teaching. 
Students explore current issues and 
develop an understanding of Christian 
values including courage, integrity, 
humility and creativity, at the same 
time as exploring the importance of 
their lives for God.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for 
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
 

 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Producing theatre 
In this unit students develop an interpretation of a script through the three stages of the theatre production 
process: planning, development and presentation. Students specialise in two production roles, working 
collaboratively, creatively and imaginatively to realise the production of a script. 
 
AREA OF STUDY 
• Staging theatre – students focus on developing skills that can be applied to the interpretation of a script for 

performance to an audience. They work collaboratively, creatively and imaginatively to contribute to the 
development of a production of a selected script. As members of the production team, students undertake 
exercises and tasks throughout the three stages of the production process and apply elements of theatre 
composition leading to a performance to an audience of the selected script. 

• Interpreting a script – students interpret the theatrical possibilities of excerpts from a script. In doing so, 
they demonstrate their understanding of working creatively and imaginatively in two production roles across 
the three stages of the production process. 

• Analysing and evaluating theatre - in this area of study students analyse and evaluate an interpretation of 
a script in a production from the prescribed VCE Theatre Studies Unit 3 Playlist. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Unit 4: Presenting an interpretation 
In this unit students study a scene and an associated monologue. They initially develop an interpretation of 
the prescribed scene. This work includes exploring theatrical possibilities and use dramaturgy across the 
three stages of the production process. Students then develop a creative and imaginative interpretation of the 
monologue that is embedded in the specified scene. To realise their interpretation, the work in production 
roles as an actor and director, or as a designer.   
 
AREA OF STUDY 
• Researching and presenting theatrical possibilities – students document and report on dramaturgical 

decisions that could inform a creative and imaginative interpretation of a monologue and its prescribed scene. 
• Interpreting a monologue – students focus on the interpretation of a monologue from a scene contained 

with a script selected from the VCE Theatre Studies Monologue Examination published annually on the 
VCAA website.  

• Analysing and evaluating a performance - students focus on the analysis and evaluation of the acting, 
direction and design in a production selected from the prescribed VCE Theatre Studies Unit 4 Playlist. 

 
END OF YEAR EXAMINATION 
All the key knowledge and key skills that underpin the outcomes in Units 3 and 4 are examinable. The end-
of-year stagecraft examination is worth 25% and the end-of-year written examination is worth 30%. 
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VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN 
Unit 1:  Introduction to visual communication design 
This unit focuses on using visual language to communicate 
messages, ideas and concepts. This involves acquiring and applying 
design thinking skills as well as drawing skills to make messages, 
ideas and concepts visible and tangible.  
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Drawing as a means of communication - drawing undergirds 

the design process as ideas are generated, developed and 
refined. It is a way of communicating design thinking and students 
use observation, visualisation and presentation drawing to depict 
their ideas and concepts. 

• Design elements and design principles - students experiment 
with all of the design elements and principles using freehand 
drawing methods as well as photography, digital photography, 
printmaking and collage to experiment with how the manipulation 
of elements and principles can alter meaning.  

• Visual communication design in context - students utilise a 
case study approach in order to investigate how visual 
communications have been influenced by the values and events 
of a society and historical era.  

 
Unit 2: Communication in context 
Students use design knowledge, design thinking, and drawing 
methods to create visual communications which meet specific 
purposes in designated fields of design. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Technical drawing in 

context - students learn 
presentation drawing 
techniques associated with 
the fields of environmental 
design (architecture, interior 
or landscape design) or 
industrial/product design 
(appliances/homewares, 
packaging, tools and 
transport).  

• Type and imagery - 
students develop 
knowledge and skills in 
manipulating type and 
imagery involved in 
communication design. 
Students can focus on 
graphic design, 
packaging/surface design or 
brand/identity design.  

• Applying the design process - students utilise the design 
process to organise their thinking about different approaches to 
solving design problems and presenting design ideas. 

 
 
  

The Visual Communication Design 
course encourages students to discern 
their role as a Christian Designer and 
develop their understanding of being 
image bearers of God. Critical analysis 
of visual communications help 
students evaluate the relationship 
between design and society and 
critique messages portrayed in the 
media and advertising. Students are 
encouraged to embrace the creative 
process, display personal style, 
express emotion and faith. They learn 
to address design problems and use 
visual language to communicate ideas 
in an expressive and holistic manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
PREREQUISITES/ ELIGIBILITY 
 
There are no prerequisites for 
Units 1, 2 & 3. 
 

Christian Perspective 
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Unit 3: Design thinking and practice 
Students learn design thinking skills in order to effectively communicate their ideas to clients, audiences, 
other designers and other specialist professionals. They analyse existing visual communications in order to 
gain understanding of design decisions made in relation to elements and principles of design as well as 
media, materials and methods.  Students use design from other historical periods and diverse styles to 
provide starting points for their own creative work and undertake research to generate their own ideas. They 
use observational and visualization drawing to generate ideas. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Analysis and practice in context - students view visual 

communications in the fields of environmental, 
communication and industrial design in order to gain 
insight into the decisions and design thinking of the 
designers. They use these visual communications as 
stimuli for their own practical work, experimenting with 
both manual and digital methods as well as media and 
materials to create their own 3D and/or 2D presentation 
drawings. 

• Design industry practice - students develop an 
understanding of the processes and practices used to 
support collaboration between clients, designers and 
specialists when designing and producing these visual 
communications. Contemporary Australian and international designers from environmental, 
communication, and industrial design fields are considered. Students also study the implications of 
intellectual property ramifications for a designer and client working in industry. 

• Developing a brief and generating ideas - this area of study focuses on developing a brief, 
researching and generating initial ideas. Students construct a brief which addresses two design needs for 
a real or imaginary client. They undertake research to gain inspiration for their design work, and analyse 
these potential starting points through annotations and sketches which depict how ideas from their 
research might be incorporated into their design work. 

 
Unit 4: Design development and presentation 
Having completed their brief and generated ideas in Unit 3, students continue the design process by 
developing and refining concepts for each need stated in the brief. They utilise a range of digital and manual 
two- and three-dimensional methods, media and materials. They investigate how the application of design 
elements and design principles creates different communication messages with their target audience. 
 
AREAS OF STUDY 
• Development of design concepts - students use the design process to develop and refine ideas in order 

to meet the needs set out in their brief from Unit 3. Students apply design thinking techniques and use 
mock- ups to test and evaluate the suitability of each design concept. For each selected concept they 
further refine it in preparation for the final presentation. Students apply techniques to acquire feedback and 
to reflect and record the design thinking behind their decision making. 

• Final presentations - students present two final presentations which are refinements of work from 
Outcome 1, and address the needs set out in the design brief. They explore ways of attracting and 
engaging their target audience. 

• Evaluation - students devise a pitch to present and explain their visual communications. Their pitch is 
informed by an evaluation of the ways that the final visual communications meet the requirements of the 
brief and the design decisions made throughout the design process. They draw on their annotations and 
reflections assembled during the design process to evaluate the effectiveness of their design solutions in 
relation to the requirements of the brief. 

 
EXAMINATION 
Students will be required to answer a series of questions related to Units 3 and 4. This will include tasks 
requiring understanding of drawing methods, including orthogonal, paraline and perspective systems, 
rendering skills   and   the   ability to   apply the   design   process   to   produce   visual communications. In 
addition, students will be required to analyse visual communications and describe the design process used 
in professional practice. 
 
This examination contributes 35% to the final assessment. 
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